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ABSTRACT
The survival of the nation's public housing stock depends in
part on the availability of funds for routine operations and
capital improvement work. The extent to which such funds are
available largely depends on the prevailing political
climate. This uncertainty establishes the need to minimize
operational costs and also to explore alternative sources of
revenue. Maintenance has been identified as one aspect of
operational costs that could be controlled.
In trying to minimize maintenance costs, it's important to
understand the role, nature and extent of the factors that
exert the most influence on maintenance costs. This is where
this study comes in.
Historically, the variability in maintenance costs has always
been associated with the demographic characteristics of
public housing residents and seldom with building
characteristics. This study goes further, beyond the realm
of tenant demographics, by also testing the relative impact
of building characteristics. In all, 17 variables were
tested, 9 of which were building variables and the others
tenant related.
Using multivariate standardized regression analysis, it was
found, as expected, that tenant variables especially percent
AFDC, percent minors, family size and percent employed, exert
profound influence on maintenance cost. However, fewer
building variables including development type, management
type and building age exert profound influence. Therefore,
there is substantial evidence that tenant variables exert far
higher influence on maintenance costs than building
variables.
Implicit in the findings, without exaggerating the profound
influence of tenant demographics, is the fact that this
study's design, by default, tests the socio-economic status
of residents. Interestingly, the finding that race exerts a
mild influence underscores the notion that socio-economic
status rather than race or ethnicity determines the impact on
maintenance cost.
In spite of the reported profound influence of tenant
variables, something that remains unclear is the fact that no
one variable stands out with supreme influence partly because
it's often difficult to fully decipher the influence of one
from the others; most variables not being mutually exclusive.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Over the years, most of the Public Housing Authorities
(PHAs) in the United States have become infamous for their
inability to provide efficient and cost effective operations.
The problems of the various PHAs are many and the means of
resolving these problems seem limited. The general
perception of the problems of public housing is that (a) the
growing proportion of single parent families and welfare
families may be a significant factor in the financial
difficulties of the authorities because the incomes of these
tenants don't allow more than a minimum rent charge, (b) the
large number of uncontrolled children account for a small but
significant amount of criminal and other anti-social
behavior, and (c) the tenant related problems may be a result
of inadequate management rather than the result of any
particular tenant characteristics.
Maintenance is a major problem in public housing. While
the exact nature and extent of this problem is easily
understood, there is considerable disagreement on what
factors contribute most to the problem. Many have argued
that the problems are inextricably linked to tenant
characteristics (1) while others think the problem is more
management related.{2) A relatively recent opinion on this
issue maintains that maintenance problems in public housing
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are strongly related to building characteristics.(3}
Generally, the solutions to the problems of maintenance at
a particular point in time are patterned to address the
issues raised by the favorite theory of causation in vogue at
that time. Those who see the problems as tenant related have
advocated some radical measures that would redefine the goals
of public housing program as they are known today. The
admission of more tenants with higher incomes (above the
local median, for example) has been suggested as one way to
increase the rental income of public housing authorities with
the hope that such additional revenue would make them self
supporting. If such a policy is pursued, then the-federal
government would benefit because it can then discontinue its
rent subsidy program.. However, cities are likely to bear the
brunt of such action because they would have to face the
problems of homelessness of the poor and needy for whom the
public housing program now caters.
Those who see management as part of the problem, have
suggested that the management system should be revamped
through training programs, hiring of dedicated professionals
and changes in operating procedures. Others have advocated
the transfer of management to either private groups or to
tenant management boards.
For those who see the problems of maintenance as building
related, the solution seems simple: fix building problems
before they get worse. The conditions of some urban public
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housing projects are sometimes horrible, requiring immediate
repairs, but the lack of necessary funds for substantial
repairs has caused conditions to worsen. It has often been
argued by the proponents of this idea that the design of
public housing projects does not reflect the peculiar needs
of the user group and, therefore, housing projects are likely
to be misused. In addition, it has been claimed that
maintenance costs are mostly linked to each project's
compliance with building performance criteria and standards.
Also, it has been made known that peoples' perceptions of
housing environment influence their use and reaction to
buildings.
Previous analyses of maintenance cost in public housing
have either focused on tenant aspects or on management
aspects or both, but seldom have all three sets of variable -
tenant, building, and management been included in a single
study. My study is designed to examine all three aspects of
the problem with the hope that more can be learned about the
problem this way. However, my emphasis will still be on
tenant demographics and building physical characteristics,
largely because of the lack of access to management data.
Therefore, this inquiry is one of the few attempts to
examine the extent of the impact of all three areas of
influence. Its inclusion of both tenant and building
characteristics, -hypothesized as the two most important
factors, is also an attempt to see which of the two have the
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most impact. The separation of material cost from labor cost
is intended to determine the specificity of the impact of
tenant and building factors i.e. whether the effects of
either or both factors are more highly correlated with one
component.
This study uses ordinary least squares regression
technique to examine the extent of the correlation between
the independent variables -tenant and building
characteristics -and the dependent variable, maintenance
cost.
For this study, the regression equation is.
Maintenance costs = xA + yB + zC + vD + uE + .... + K-
(Where A, B, C, D, E etc represent the different independent
variables. e.g. percent minors < 18yr, percent AFDC, percent
employed, building age, construction type etc. while x, y,
z, v, u etc are the coefficients of these variables. The
equation constant, is designated by K.)
This study begins with a background note on the origin and
current status of the case study agency: the Boston Housing
Authority. Chapter 2 reviews the related literature on
certain aspects of public housing policies, management and
maintenance; with emphasis on studies that tested the impact
of tenant demographics on maintenance costs. Here, a series
of arguments are made in defense of the use of alternative
models, beyond the traditional tenants characteristics, as a
basis for the evaluation of the level of maintenance.
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Chapter 3 explains my methodology. It includes a
discussion of all the variables used in the multivariate
regression analysis.
Chapter 4 presents the results of the multivariate
regression analyses. This section uses the findings of other
studies to corroborate the results of this study's analysis.
Chapter 5 summarizes the study's findings, and
conclusions.
BACKGROUND NOTE ON CASE STUDY: BOSTON HOUSING AUTHORITY
The Boston Housing Authority (BHA), is one of the oldest
and the fourth largest public housing authority in the U.S.
Established in 1935, today it has over 72 federal and state
aided-developments with close to 18,000 units in its
portfolio. The BHA is also involved in the leasing of about
5,500 units under the federal and state leased housing rental
assistance programs. In addition, in 1987, the BHA took over
from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) about 14 buildings located in Boston's South End
neighborhood. These buildings are currently being
rehabilitated to serve as low cost cooperative housing units
for low income families.
The last 10 years have been trouble for the BHA, and the
end is not in sight. In 1980, after fending off for a few
years a series of tenant initiated class action suits, the
State Superior Court mandated that the agency be placed under
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receivership. From 1980 to 1984, the BHA was directed by a
court appointed receiver, whose duty it was to direct the day
to day operation of the agency on principles enunciated in
the court order. Although the receivership ended in fall
1984, the court still retains some jurisdiction with an order
requiring the Mayor to exercise direct control over the
agency.
While the agency has been able to rectify many of the
physical problems thanks to federal and state modernization
grants, issues of racism pertaining to tenant assignment are
still plaguing the agency to this day. In the last few
years, HUD has pressured the BHA, to fully integrate its
developments in an attempt to avert future lawsuits by
tenants and also to achieve the goal of full desegregation.
HUD has accused the BHA of deliberately delaying the pace of
that exercise and has consequently threatened to cut off
federal funds if adequate and urgent steps aren't taken to
implement a desegregation plan.
A Citizens Housing and Planning Association study,
reported that in 1984, the BHA proposed an income mix policy
that was designed to give limited priority to families with
incomes between 30 and 50 percent of the area median income.
The goal was to achieve a balance between the number of
families with incomes below 30 percent and those above that
threshold. The plan called for the admission of two families
above the mark, for every one family below the mark until
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numerical parity was achieved. This plan was envisioned for
all developments where income distribution was heavily skewed
towards the less than 30 percent mark.
A BHA spokesman, in presenting the agency's position,
wrote that "the BHA proposal is based on the belief that the
isolation of people who are unemployed and very poor from the
life of the larger community is humanly destructive, and
tends to perpetuate poverty... To serve [public housing's]
mandate well, it must seek to overcome these barriers to
economic integration, without fundamentally abridging its
responsibility to the poor..."
It is important to note that income mixing policy was the
corner stone of the 1974 Housing Act, a legacy of the Nixon
presidency, designed to help Public Housing Authorities
recoup some of the lost revenues due to the low rents charged
the predominantly impecunious families residing in public
housing, and as such seen as a link in improving maintenance.
In proposing the policy, the Nixon administration used the
same arguments in support of income integration; the PHAs
were vehemently against this policy, on the grounds that it
was contrary to the stated objectives of their mission and
possibly discriminatory against the poor and needy. The
interesting twist to this, is that the second time around,
[with the government as spectator] it was the BHA tenants
organization, the coalition for the homeless and numerous
civil liberty groups who argued that the program would
7
implicitly discriminate against the poor and welfare
recipients. The BHA eventually withdrew the proposal.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Maintenance cost, general project upkeep and project
viability have all proven to be influenced by a number of
factors both human and environmental. Studies assessing the
variability of maintenance expenses have featured prominently
in many public housing publications, and there has been a
wide divergence of opinions on the wide range of issues
associated with public housing families, maintenance cost and
the future direction of public housing program. The
government's continuing desire to design an acceptable
funding formula and the need to fully comprehend the nature
and scope of the factors that influence the variability of
maintenance expenses have fueled the endless quest for more
information on this subject.
So far, it isn't quite clear which category of factors
have the most influence on maintenance cost, but most studies
have emphasized human factors for obvious social reasons i.e
the attitude that the poor and minorities have negative
impact on neighborhood. Thus, environmental and physical
issues are neglected in the discussion of this subject.
This chapter reviews a broad range of issues in works that
have focused on some aspects of public housing operations;
highlighting studies of management issues, particularly those
that examined the influences of the characteristics of public
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housing residents on maintenance costs.
2.1 MANAGEMENT AND EFFICIENT OPERATION
A 1979 HUD report by Kolodny shows that of the 130 large
PHAs whose financial status was reviewed in 1978, 35 were
found to have operating reserves below 30% of one year's
operating requirements.(l} Among these were nine of the ten
largest PHAs, and three of the ten, including the Boston
Housing Authority, had no reserve whatsoever and were
perpetually in the red. About a quarter of the medium size
agencies were unable to meet the 30% requirements. Given
these findings, it may be correct to assume that the most
serious maintenance problems are most likely to be delayed;
often resulting in huge maintenance bills at a later date.
Therefore, depending on the time horizon in question, the
degree of responsiveness to maintenance issues or patterns of
maintenance repairs of the various PHAs, may very well be as
important an impact as tenants demographics or building
characteristics in explaining maintenance expenditures in the
short term. For an agency that: (a) lacks the requisite
funds to support critical maintenance work over a long period
of time, and (b) experiences changing occupancy levels, then
the burden of blame is may be just as attributable to the
state of fiscal affairs as it is to tenants demographics.
The issue of solvency is management related. Therefore,
the role of good management in building maintenance can not
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be overstated. Numerous studies have shown the relationship
between good management and general agency performance.
Kolodny in the same 1979 HUD study observed that so-
called nuisance (i.e anti-social and anti property) behavior,
attributed to "problem families" may in fact be related to
management perception and its handling of the affairs of PHAs
tenants so described, rather than a deliberate act by
tenants. Better performance by tenant management boards in
the handling of this issue is a testimony to the fact that
these boards have a better grasp of the problems and are
perhaps more uniquely qualified to address it.(2}
Sadacca et al in "Management Performance in Public
Housing" an Urban Institute study, asserts that high
performing PHAs, "on the average, not only have higher levels
of resident and staff satisfaction and better maintained
buildings, but also have significantly lower total operating
expenditures." Management practices identified to be highly
related to both high performance and lower operating costs
were firmness in enforcing rules and responsiveness to
tenants needs, both in the provision of adequate tenant
services and in staff-resident interpersonal relations.{3)
The often cited finding that residents are more
cooperative with management when rules are promptly and
strictly enforced, is also echoed in this study by Sadacca
and others.{4) Tenants are reported to be satisfied in
environments where, as a rule, neighbors are expected to
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cooperate in keeping grounds and buildings litter-free, by
handling trash and garbage with utmost care, and lowering
noise levels. A management that enforces rules that enhance
these kinds of conditions, is most likely to inculcate a high
sense of civic responsibility in residents.
Several beneficial consequences may be easily attributed
to the quick response by management to maintenance requests.
For one thing, a quick response ensures that repairs are
quickly made and in turn enables the proper functioning of
the unit. In addition, this demonstrates genuine concern
both for tenants needs and building conditions. "An interest
in keeping up the conditions of buildings appears to be
contagious." The reverse is also true: a lack of management
response to tenants needs is likely to result in tenants'
general nonchalance, culminating in lack of interest in
building conditions by the residents and fostering further
decay and possibly breeding hostility towards buildings and
management personnel.
In light of the apparent benefits of management-tenant
interaction, one would expect cooperation between tenants and
PHAs to be the cornerstone of present day management policy.
Unfortunately, this is not the case. There is still
considerable disagreement over what level of tenant
participation is acceptable or deemed adequate in order to
ensure good management.
John Macey, a noted British public housing consultant,
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observed in his 1972 HUD sponsored report, that the word
"participation" is interpreted differently by various
people.{5) While Macey agrees with the widely held opinion
that close consultation and cooperation between tenants and
management produce a better environment, he seriously
discourages consultation that ensures tenant participation in
decision making. He argues that, since management foots the
bill and is bestowed with the responsibility to preserve
public assets, then it behooves management to exercise full
control in decision making. This argument, to say the least,
is undoubtedly unresponsive to the plight of tenants simply
because it does nothing, other than re-echo the very familiar
English saying: "He who pays the Piper, calls the tune".
2.2 TENANT DEMOGRAPHICS, MANAGEMENT, COST AND SERVICES
Although opinions on the extent of the impact of tenant
composition on management, maintenance costs and services
vary, there is consensus on what it takes to operate a
successful public housing project: good management and fiscal
prudence. This includes the need to accommodate tenants of
diverse backgrounds along with an efficient and competent
management operation that is highly responsive to the
operational needs of the developments.
The research review in this section concentrates on the
relationship between tenant characteristics and maintenance
costs. I rely primarily on the Citizen Housing and Planning
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Association (CHPA) study{6} for two reasons: first, its
separation of costs as "social" costs and actual operating
(maintenance) costs and secondly, for its elaborate review of
the relevant literature on this subject. Many have argued
that the most unnoticeable or rather often forgotten impact
of tenant management on public housing is the myriad of
social services provided by tenant management boards. These
often constitute additional overhead expenses by far higher
than those incurred by conventional management.
Prominent research studies pertaining to the relationships
between tenant characteristics and operating costs in
addition to the CHPA study, are those by Frank de Leeux; 1969
Urban Institute report(7), Peter Rydell; 1970 Rand
Corporation report (8), George Sternlieb and.Bernard Indik's
1975 study on New York City housing conditions{9) Robert
Sadacca et al; 1975 HUD study on the development of prototype
equation for public housing operating expenses.{10} The
research review on tenant characteristics and social costs
focuses on the work of Oscar Newman in Defensible Space, and
Factors Influencing Crime and Instability in Urban Housing
Departments, Richard Scobie in Problem Tenants in Public
Housing: Who, Where, and Why are They, and other HUD reports
on problems of public housing residents.{11}
Frank de Leeux in the 1969 Urban Institute study
"Operating Costs in Public Housing: A Financial Crisis"
observed the effects of local wages and prices,
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characteristics of housing stock and tenant characteristics
on operating expenses.{12) de Leeux's interest was in seeing
what factor(s) most influence changes in PHA's operating
expenses over time. He examined the operating expenditures
of about 23 large PHAs for 3 years covering the period
between 1965 and 1968.
The variables de Leeux used for tenant characteristics are
* The average number of minors per household (unit)
* The proportion of units receiving some form of public
assistance beside social security
* The proportion of units without employed persons
* The proportion of units without a white head of
household
de Leeux used multiple regression methods to analyze his
data, and he found that wage and price inflation accounted
for about 74% of the changes in operating expenses between
1965 and 1968. This change is thus tied to changes in cost
of living and interaction with price levels and other
factors. Four percent of the change was due to changes in
utility cost, 8.7% due to age of housing stock, 4.2% due to
the number of units in the PHAs inventory, and 8.6% due to
the number of minors and unemployed per unit. Although,
there was a significant positive correlation between costs
and tenant characteristics, the aggregate effect was minimal
because of the relative stability of tenant population during
the study period.
The number of minors per unit and number of unemployed per
unit were observed to have an impact on costs, but de Leeux
argues that colinearity between these variables made it
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difficult to establish the extent of each ones impact e.g the
increase in expenses with increase in the number of minors is
undoubtedly related to the fact that more minors per unit may
mean more rooms per unit. Similarly, since unemployed
include elderly persons who often require special services
with attendant maintenance problems, costs increases may be
due to services provided for elderly persons.
de Leeux, in examining what components of operating cost
are influenced most by each variable, found the number of
minors to largely affect administrative expenses, routine and
total maintenance costs, while the number of non wage earners
also affected administrative and maintenance costs.
He found that price inflation accounted for a greater
percentage of change in operating costs over the 3 year
period than the number of non wage earners and the number of
minors per unit which were responsible for far less than 10
percent. However, he warns that on a project basis, the age
of the development and the number of minors per unit may be
crucial.
Peter Rydell's study is important because it is based on
a sample of federal developments. Federal projects were
used, as is the case with this study, because of the
prevalent practice and policy of equal maintenance, a method
that ensures standard control over the type of services
rendered. Their use in my study is also in part due to the
fact that the BHA developed a database with comprehensive
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costs and budgetary information on each of the federal
developments.
Rydell's study "Factors Affecting Maintenance and
Operating Costs in Federal Public Housing Projects" found
that between 1939 and 1967 five factors: price inflation,
project age, changes in quantity/efficiency of services,
project size and average unit size accounted for about 91% of
the annual variation in maintenance and operating costs.(13}
For the period 1951-1967, the longest for which figures on
price inflation was available, Rydell found that price
inflation accounted for a 3% increase in expenses per year,
deterioration caused 1.1% increase per year, 10% decrease in
the average unit size decreased expenses per unit by 4.3% and
a 10% increase in project size decreased expenses by 1.0 %.
The CHPA study notes that the results of Rydell's study
tell little about the effects of tenant characteristics on
expenses. The CHPA study argues that the use of average unit
size is a proxy for tenant wear and tear due to minors.
Thus, the finding that shows costs increase with unit size,
is problematic because of the same problems of colinearity as
evident in de Leeux's study.{14} It is impossible to
arithmetically separate out the effects of average unit size
from those of the number of minors.
Rydell's study is a time series analysis spanning several
years, designed to trace costs variations over time as well
as across projects, hence the finding that price inflation
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accounts for almost 60 percent of total change. My study, on
the other hand, is a cross-sectional study designed to
examine the effects of tenant characteristics and development
characteristics on maintenance expense at a specific point in
time but I also want to be able to make time series
conclusions: as variable X changes, variable Y won't change.
Since 91 percent of the annual variations in maintenance
and operating costs could be explained by the tested
variables, the CHPA study argued that the 9 percent
unaccounted for were probably attributed to tenant
characteristics which were untested in Rydell's study.
The study of New York City's welfare tenants by Sternlieb
and Indik provides additional evidence for the correlation
between tenant characteristics and building conditions.{15)
The authors fell short of establishing any causal link
between maintenance cost and any of the independent
variables, but the study found that as more welfare tenants
were admitted in a building, the conditions worsened, even
when certain factors were controlled for such as age and
experience of landlords, race of tenants, scale of landlords
holdings, rent levels, repairs and maintenance costs, rent
increases over time, and profitability. This study used
private sector welfare housing and did not examine the
relationship between maintenance costs and tenant
characteristic directly.
This could easily be interpreted to mean that welfare
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tenants cost more to house because of the implied correlation
between the number of welfare tenants and building
conditions, given that certain likely intervening variables
were controlled. The author cautioned that it is also likely
that buildings that accept welfare tenants are those whose
conditions have deteriorated and whose landlords are simply
nonchalant about repairs. Using the performance concept -an
idea that evaluates the degree of responsiveness of building
design to user needs, it could also be argued that these
buildings were not designed to cater for the housing needs of
this type of tenants.
In 1974, the Urban Institute developed a performance
funding system prototype equation using as variables the
number of children per adult, the percent minority, average
household income, and the percent of families receiving
assistance.{16} The use of these variables was later dropped
for fear that they could easily be manipulated by the PHAs in
the sense that admission policy could be pursued in a manner
favorable to families with characteristics known to be
negatively correlated with maintenance costs. But the PHAs
were not likely to do this because housing rental subsidy was
allocated based on tenant composition.
In 1982, Abt Associates of Cambridge, MA. proposed a
revision to the prototype expenses equation by advocating the
use of three tenant characteristic variables: percent
elderly, average tenant income, and percent minority, along
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with a number of neighborhood variables derived from census
data e.g. percent below poverty line and percent on
welfare.{17} Its data set was based on a sample of randomly
selected public housing projects nationwide. Initially, each
of these variable was thought to be positively correlated to
expenses, but the introduction of allowable expense level by
HUD meant that total expenses would partially be a function
of allowable expense level.
As expected, percent elderly was shown to have a negative
correlation with expenses while both percent minority and
average tenant income were positively correlated. The
inclusion of percent minority as a variable was intended to
serve as a proxy for other missing variables describing
household composition or inner city environments. It is
questionable if use of percent minority is adequate to
evaluate the influence of these missing variables,
particularly the behavior of other minority groups whose
lifestyles are incongruent with those of the stereotypical
minority.
The Abt Associates proposal also observes that the percent
of neighborhood residents on welfare is positively correlated
with costs, while the percent below poverty is, surprisingly,
negatively correlated with costs. Generally, the lack of
adequate data on tenant and building characteristics makes it
difficult for the Abt equation to accurately predict
costs.(18)
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A discussion of the CHPA study is important for a number
of reasons. Most importantly it makes a distinction between
social costs and maintenance costs and makes references to
available literature to support this viewpoint. Social cost
refers to the social burden of tenant characteristics or
behavior. There are a handful of studies that have shown the
correlation between the so-called social costs i.e. crime,
isolation, problem families etc and tenant characteristics.
The work of Oscar Newman in "Defensible Space" stands out
as the pioneering attempt to examine the relationship between
certain tenant characteristics and social costs in his case
the crime rate.{19) The focus of Newman's study was on the
link between building design and tenant characteristics.
Newman hypothesized that building design was instrumental in
determining whether or not some kind of criminal activity
occurs. Newman was able to demonstrate, using regression
analysis, that the percent of families receiving AFDC was the
most important predictor of crime while the second most
important predictors were building height, and the percent of
families headed by women.
In a different study, "Factors Influencing Crime and
Instability in Urban Housing Developments",{20) Newman wanted
to show which characteristics of federally assisted family
developments attracted the most crime and accounted for
community instability and fear of crime. He based his study
on a sample consisting of 63 HUD 236 and 221(d)(3) housing
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developments in California. Investigating the following
independent variables: building size, accessibility, low
income/AFDC, teen-adult ratio, cooperative ownership, police
service and guard service, he concluded that the percent of
low-income/AFDC household was the most important predictor of
crime, fear and instability. He advanced the notion that a
10% increase in low-income/AFDC household resulted in 12 more
personal crimes per 1000 individuals. Newman argued that the
percent of teen-adult ratio was the second most important
predictor of crime and burglary in the developments.
The major flaw of Newman's study was the lack of control
for the effects of the neighborhood. It is common knowledge
that most public housing developments in large urban areas
are often located in decayed, crime infested neighborhoods.
He also argued that the increase in percent of low-
income/AFDC households in a community, like large buildings,
discouraged residents from expanding the territory of their
homes (units) beyond the exterior walls and the consequences
were serious crimes, burglaries and heightened fear of crime.
The relationship between lack of extension beyond the "realm
of a unit" and crime is doubtful unless the unit is insecure
in the first place, but the lack of interest in such an
extension is perhaps related to fear of crime.
A study with a different kind of focus but which used some
of the same housing projects as the current study is by
Richard Scobie. His work focused on the influence of problem
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families in four of Boston's public housing developments.
Scobie found that the incidence of problem tenants, which he
defined as socially disruptive tenants, was relatively
minimal--less than 5 percent, and that 'problems' were only
minimally linked to 'problem families' though concentrated in
female headed household and, to a lesser degree, in large
households.{21) This finding is substantiated by the CHPA
study and others. However, Scobie cautions that the small
nature of the sample makes generalization of the results
difficult.
Another study which examined the issue of tenant
demographics and social costs was the 1979 HUD study Problems
Affecting Low-Rent Public Housing Projects. This study
focused on the general perception of tenant populations in
developments that are considered "troubled". This interview
study was based on the responses of HUD field staff, project
managers, tenant and legal service lawyers, public officials
and public housing experts.
The study found that 40 percent of each group of
professionals agreed that certain kinds of tenant
characteristics and behavior can seriously affect public
housing, but only 28 percent of public housing executives
agreed with this view. The three important observations made
in the study were that (a) the higher proportion of single
parent and welfare families may be a significant factor in
the financial difficulties of the authorities because the
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incomes of these tenants don't warrant more than a minimum
rent charge, (b) the large number of unsupervised children
often results in a small but significant amount of criminal
and otherwise anti-social behavior, and (c) tenant related
problem may be the result of inadequate management rather
than the result of any particular tenant characteristic.{22)
A major study, which examines the impact of tenant
characteristics on social costs and maintenance costs, is
that by Citizen Housing and Planning Association (CHPA). The
CHPA research presents an elaborate treatment of this issue
through the use of mini case studies of developments operated
by five large urban PHAs in Boston, New York, Cleveland, San
Antonio and Norfolk. The sample selection was based on the
similarities in development characteristics, urban socio-
economic conditions and availability of historic project
level data. Three developments were selected from each PHA,
except for New York where the study involved 84 developments.
The study on all PHAs but the New York one, involved only
cost analysis without statistical test of the correlation
between costs and tenant characteristics. The result of the
New York case study is very significant in two respect: the
size of the sample and the use of multivariate regression
analysis.
The findings in the New York case indicated a positive
correlation between costs and both the percent minors and the
percent of single parent families on welfare with
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children.(23} The high colinearity between these two
variables makes it impossible to decipher the effects of
percent minors from those of single parent families on
welfare with children.
In the mini case studies{24) on other PHAs, it was
observed that there was a clear consistent relationship
between costs and tenant characteristics. Higher costs were
often associated with welfare residents, single parent
households and income level. In San Antonio, it was found
that lower costs was associated with higher proportion of
working families. However, the costs differences between
developments under the same PHA were marginal. The New York
case shows that large PHAs entertain a lot of fixed costs
independent of tenant characteristics. Cost increases
between 1973 and 1983 were due mainly to price inflation.
In conclusion, all of the studies irrespective of research
methods, showed some indication of close correlation or
relationships of tenant demographics with costs but each fell
short of suggesting a causal link. This is understandable in
view of the interdependence of most of the independent
variables.
While one couldn't guarantee that the current study would
achieve what others couldn't, it was hoped that the new
direction of this study, (examination of the impact of
independent variables on each component of maintenance cost)
would at least define the nature of the problem and that more
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would be learned about the problem through this research
effort.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The main thrust of this inquiry is to estimate the effect
that tenant demographics and building physical
characteristics have on maintenance costs in public housing
developments and to identify which factors exert the most
influence on maintenance costs.
Previous studies have either concentrated on the impact of
tenant characteristics per se with perhaps only a partial
treatment of the building environment or dealt exclusively on
one. The emphasis is often on tenant characteristics for the
simple reason that many people link the problems of public
housing with tenant types. In other words, the choice of
variables reflects the predetermined school of thought of the
investigator.
Most previous studies (unlike my study), especially those
by HUD and the Urban Institute, have used samples drawn from
the large public housing authorities across the country
rather than focusing on specific authorities. Studies of
this type cannot give due attention to peculiar local
problems. While it is not possible to make nationwide
generalizations based on a local study, the advantages of
such a study are numerous. An authority-based study makes it
possible to fully examine the influence of other variables,
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i.e. building environment, peculiar socio-economic conditions
etc., and allows for a thorough understanding of the peculiar
problems by putting them in proper historical context.
This study focuses on the Boston Housing Authority.
Previous studies of maintenance related issues in the BHA,
including the CHPA study, have often involved the use of very
small samples, typically three to five developments. The 49
developments selected for this study represent the population
of federally assisted public housing developments operated by
the BHA.
A new data collection system, funded by the Public Housing
Urban Initiative Program in the 1970's, now makes it possible
to disaggregate data to the project level. This has made it
possible for the first time to observe the influence of many
environmentally induced factors and the variability in type
and scope of such factors across developments. Moreover,
project level data are more reflective of precise line item
costs, which are lost sight of when data are aggregated to
the authority level.
For the purpose of this study, I have excluded from
maintenance costs those costs that are not directly related
to the maintenance of the developments. Therefore,
administrative expenses, consultant fees and utility costs
are not included in the cost component of the study.
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3.2 CASES
I chose to restrict my study to the 53 federally assisted
housing developments operated by the BHA because of the ready
availability and the highly organized nature of the data for
these projects. Federal developments also present an
additional advantage because of the near even mix of the
different development types i.e family/elderly, high rise/low
rise, etc. A focus on federal projects is also beneficial
because of HUD's policy requiring approved funds to be spent
only on the development to which they are allocated. This
policy may ensure evenness in the maintenance of buildings,
thus reducing the effect of incomparable building conditions,
a likely source of error in studies that inadequately control
for such situations.
However, there was inadequate data on the three
developments that are privately managed by the Tenant
Management Corporation (TMC) and on one that is vacant due to
its designation for major rehabilitation. This reduced the
number of cases to 49 and eliminated 3 cases from the list of
11 privately managed developments; possibly weakening the
ability to adequately test the management type variable.
The data are available because of the HUD mandate that the
BHA must prepare yearly funding requests based on these
variables, which made the collection and documentation of
data on all aspects of the operation of federal developments
necessary. HUD's Comprehensive Improvement Assistance
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Program (CIAP) required the BHA and other PHAs to prepare a
database for capital improvement needs. This led to the
commissioning of a series of studies with management and
maintenance implications. The product of these efforts was
an avalanche of information that could support a wide variety
of housing research.
3.2 DATA COLLECTION
The Management Information Systems (MIS) Unit of the BHA
prepares quarterly tenant status reports (TSR) of tenant
demographics for all the developments. For my study, the
data on tenant demographics were drawn from the September'
1987 TSR. The data on maintenance expenses were extracted
from the ledgers prepared by the Fiscal Affairs Division for
fiscal years 1984, 1985 and 1986. (The BHA's fiscal year is
from April 1 to March 31.)
I had to reorganize and redesign some of the data to suit
the purpose of this study. For example, the means for all
group data have been estimated from the grouped data rather
than trying to get back to actual raw data. In the case of
maintenance cost data, attempts were made to eliminate
certain line items such as utility costs, administrative
costs, consultants fees and major roof repairs costs because
of the discrepancies that these items might create.
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3.3 SELECTION OF VARIABLES
The guiding principle for variable selection suggests the
use of variables that featured prominently in previous
studies of this kind, with the addition of others that might
explain observations that the conventional models have been
unable to explain. Previous studies have used some form of
household or family income, number of minors, race and
employment as tenant variables. Some of the variables e.g.
percent of families receiving AFDC, and percent female head
of household were included to see whether the findings of
some earlier studies, like Oscar Newman's claims that an
increase in the number of low-income/AFDC increases crime and
other tenant related problems i.e. vandalism, would be
confirmed here. Building specific characteristics were
chosen to test the case made in the literature for the
application of building performance concepts in the
explanation of (a) variability in maintenance costs and (b)
the joint influence of building and tenant characteristics.
3.4 DEFINITION OF VARIABLES
Although maintenance cost is the dependent variable in
this study, there are several components to it: labor costs,
materials costs and external contract costs. These component
costs were also used in addition to maintenance cost as
dependent variables in some models. This was done to test if
there are any specific correlation between each component
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cost and the independent variables. These three components
of maintenance costs reflect the way disaggregated data on
maintenance have been compiled by the BHA since the early
1980's.
The analysis uses two broad groups of independent
variables to describe each of the 49 housing projects. The
variables and how I have operationalized their measurement
are as follows:
Tenant Characteristics
* Family size - mean number of persons per unit.
* Minors - percent of persons 18 yrs. and below.
* Race - percent non white
* Age of head of household - percent of heads 29 yrs. and
below.
* Income of head of household - percent of household heads
with income below $7999 '
* Persons gainfully employed - percent of adults employed
* Rent - percent of households paying rents below $101 per
month
* AFDC - percent of families receiving AFDC
Building Characteristics
* Age of development - years
* Construction type - brick/concrete masonry unit or wood
* Building engineering systems - steam lines or not
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* Management type - public or private
* Vacancy - percent of units vacant
* Number of buildings - number of buildings per development
* Development height - mean height of buildings in a project.
(Ideally measured as percent of units above certain height
in feet or stories but information not available to make
this possible).
* Number of units - number of units per development
* Development type - family or elderly development
The following is a more detailed description of how each
of the variables listed above is defined and measured.
Family size
This is a measure of the number of persons per unit. This
variable is calculated by dividing the total persons in each
development by the number of occupied units. I expect that
an increase in family size would result in an increase in
maintenance cost and vice versa i.e a positive relationship
because large size families especially those comprising
mostly teenagers are most likely to impact more on
maintenance expenses.
Minors
This variable is measured by the percent of persons 18 yrs
and below, excluding those within this age group that are
heads of households. Typically, there are no more than 3
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heads of households 18 years and below in any one project.
The notion underlining the use of this variable is that one
expects a priori that an increase in the relative population
of minors would lead to an increase in maintenance cost -
positive relationship. This assumption is based on the
theory that large minor population and uncontrolled minors
heavily impact on maintenance cost.
Race
This variable is measured by the percent of persons in
each development that identified themselves to be non white
in the survey used for the BHA tenant status reports. One is
unclear as to what the exact relationship is because
arguments could be constructed both ways. An increase in
percent non white could result in a decrease in maintenance
cost -negative relationship because the existence of certain
extraneous factors such as community social cohesion, made
possible by active tenant participation, leaves little room
for anti-social behavior. Also, an increase in this variable
may result in an increase in maintenance cost -positive
relationship because certain characteristics of non white
tenants heavily impact on maintenance cost. Therefore, this
variable is considered as ambiguous.
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Age of head of household/family
In the BHA's records the terms household and family are
used interchangeably; thus, it's assumed that all persons
living in an apartment unit constitute a household or family.
I measured this variable as the percent of heads of
households or families 29 years of age and below.
The hypothesis underlining its use is that one would
expect, a priori, that maintenance would increase with an
increase in percent of heads of households below 29 years of
age. This assumption is based on the theory that young
parents have problem controlling their kids. Therefore, the
relationship is positive.
Income of head of household
This variable is the percent of heads of household that
earned less than $7999 in the previous year. The underlying
hypothesis here is that one expects, a priori, that as the
percent of those with incomes below $7999 increases,
maintenance cost is going to increase because many argue that
low income families are often larger and are most likely to
display anti-social behavior and values that impact on
maintenance expenses-direct (positive) relationship.
Percent of persons gainfully employed
This variable represents the percent of all persons in
each development that are either employed full time or part
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time. It's expected, a priori, that the percent of persons
gainfully employed will be indirectly (negatively) correlated
with maintenance cost because social responsibility comes
with employment therefore less anti-social activities such as
vandalism is expected. Also, the fact that employed persons
spend less time at home means that there is less human
activities that would have made more impact on maintenance
cost than otherwise.
Rent
A sizable majority of tenants in every development pay
more than $101 per month as rent. This amount is used as a
cut off point because the BHA data are grouped in that
manner. This variable calculates the percent of tenants that
pay less than $101 per month in each of the developments.
Depending on the allocation formula currently in use by HUD,
developments with predominantly low-income tenants may affect
maintenance in terms of the percentage of operating expenses
that is borne by the BHA.
It's expected, a priori, that this variable has a positive
correlation with maintenance cost because low rent paying
households are more expensive to house because of their
special attributes i.e large size and anti-social behavior.
Also, the agency needs extra revenue without which
maintenance would suffer.
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AFDC
This variable is measured as the percent of all adults
with some form of income that are recipients of government
aid to families with dependent children. It's expected that
increase in the percent of families receiving AFDC would
result in an increase in maintenance cost because the
characteristics (size, low income and unemployment) of this
type of household seriously impact on maintenance cost -
positive relationship.
Age of development
The age of each development is measured as the number of
years since it was constructed. The notion is that the older
the development the higher the expected maintenance costs.
Therefore, this variable is expected to be positively
correlated with maintenance cost.
Construction type
This dummy variable represents the construction type i.e.
brick/concrete/masonry or wood. The value 1 is ascribed to
brick while wood gets 0. It's anticipated that lower
maintenance expenses will be associated with brick type
construction because it's more durable. Therefore, an
indirect (negative) correlation is expected here.
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Buildinq engineering systems
This dummy variable represents the kind of development
wide heating systems by indicating whether or not steam lines
are used in the projects. The presence of a project-wide
steam system gets 1 and its absence gets a 0. It's expected
a priori that this variable should be positively correlated
to maintenance cost because operation and maintenance of
steam lines is more expensive.
Management type
This is a dummy variable that represents the management
system: public or private. The value 1 is ascribed to
publicly (BHA) managed developments while 0 is given to those
managed by private agencies. The intention here is to test
for causal relationship between management type and
maintenance costs. The general notion is to test if
privately managed developments are more efficient and cost
effective. It has been argued that a change from public to
private (a decrease in the dummy variable) would result in a
decrease in maintenance expenses because privately managed
development are cheaper to operate and maintain. Therefore,
a positive relationship is expected.
Vacancy
This variable is the percentage of units currently vacant.
The a priori expectation for this variable is ambiguous
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because arguments could be constructed both ways. It could
be argued that high vacancy rate results in high maintenance
cost because of either the exposure of vacant units to
vandalism or preparation costs prior to occupancy or both.
To the contrary, high vacancy rate may result in low
maintenance cost because vacant units cost little or nothing
to maintain.
Number of buildings
The variable is the number of buildings in the
development. This variable might prove crucial for a number
of reasons. The fact that very large developments are, by
and large, a community in their own right, might help explain
some other factors that aren't readily apparent. For
example, large developments require community type services
such as security equipment and devices, recreational
facilities, etc which create additional operational and
maintenance overhead. Therefore, I expect maintenance cost
to increase with increase in the number of buildings -
positive relationship.
Development/building height
Ideally, the best measure for this variable would be the
percent of units above a certain height in feet or stories
or, alternatively, the percent of units serviced by
elevators. This approach measures the number of units whose
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maintenance cost are affected by their vertical location in
the development. However, it wasn't possible to get this
kind of information from available data. Therefore, I
measured the height of buildings in feet. For developments
with variations in height between buildings, the mean height
per project is used. I expect that maintenance costs will be
positively related to height because the general assumption
is that taller buildings are more expensive to operate and
maintain.
Development type
This dummy variable ascribes a value of 1 to elderly
developments and 0 to family developments. A majority of the
developments in the 'sample' are family developments. Family
developments are often the oldest, biggest and probably the
most problematic. It has been argued that a change from
elderly to family (a decrease in the dummy variable) would
result in an increase in maintenance expenses because elderly
projects are cheaper to operate and maintain. The a priori
expectation is that maintenance cost will be indirectly
(negatively) related to this variable.
Number of units
This variable is simply the number of units in the
development. The expected relationship for this variable is
ambiguous. It could be argued that this variable will be
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negatively correlated to maintenance cost per unit because of
the likely impact of economies of scale in maintenance
operations but alternatively it could be argued that the
number of units is directly correlated with maintenance cost
because savings due to economies of scale often do not apply
to exterior repairs such as brick repointing and site work.
3.5 LINEAR REGRESSION MODELS
Although this study is a cross-sectional study using data
at a specific point in time, the value for the dependent
variable (the maintenance costs) is calculated as the average
cost per unit in constant dollars for each project spanning a
3 year period. It is important to do this to avoid the
problems of autocorrelation, a situation in which the
variable is correlated with itself. For instance, the amount
expended on maintenance this year depends on maintenance
expenses in the previous years.
Maintenance cost is arguably a function of many different
variables. My paramount concern in this analysis is to
measure the extent to which maintenance cost responds to
these tenant and building variables. Using multiple
regression analysis, the simultaneous responsiveness of
maintenance costs to these variables can be tested. Moreover
the responsiveness of labor cost and material cost to each
type of variable will also be identified and assessed.
The literature review suggests that percent AFDC, percent
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employed, mean family size, percent minors and percent heads
of households prove to be the most important variables in
explaining the variability in maintenance costs. In other
words, I expect that tenant variables will be more important
than building characteristics.
Theoretical framework for these models is predicated on
the assumption that the set of 17 selected independent
variables (listed in sec. 3.4) explains the variability in
maintenance expenses of the 49 cases. As a first step, all
the independent variables are organized into three all
inclusive models with total maintenance cost,
material/contract cost and labor cost as the dependent
variables. The next step involves the testing of several
reduced models for each type of dependent variable. This is
done to remove colinearity and to see whether a simpler model
still has significant explanatory ability. Some of the
smaller models are organized to specifically test the impact
of tenant and building variables.
The correlation between each independent variable and the
dependent variable is easily assessed with the use of
correlation matrices. Three sets of correlation matrices
will be constructed for total maintenance cost,
material/contract cost and labor cost. Also, a cross
correlation matrix is used to assess the level of colinearity
among all the independent variables. These matrices will give
the first indication of the direction and level of the
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correlation.
The reliability of any regression model can be judged by
the value of its R2 statistic. The relative strength and
direction of the relationship between each independent
variable and the dependent variable can be assessed by the
value and sign of its standardized regression coefficient, so
I report these in addition to the unstandardized regression
coefficients that one is more accustomed to seeing.
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CHAPTER 4
REGRESSION RESULTS
4.1 ANALYSIS OF THE LINK BETWEEN TENANT AND BUILDING
CHARACTERISTICS AND MAINTENANCE EXPENSES
As a first step in understanding the relationships between
maintenance costs and all the independent variables -tenant
demographics and building characteristics- consider the
correlation matrix depicting the link between maintenance
costs and each of the independent variables in table 4.1.
Looking at the correlation matrix of total maintenance
cost with all the independent variables, one would expect, a
priori, that the correlation coefficients for most of the
independent variables will be high enough as to explain the
observed variations in maintenance cost across developments,
i.e. their influence will be very obvious. In light of
what's known from previous works, it's also expected that
tenant variables will have higher values.
Generally, the observed values are sufficiently high to
establish significant levels of correlation between the
independent variables and maintenance cost. The correlation
coefficients (r) of tenant variables are clearly higher than
those of building variables, indicating that maintenance
costs across projects are more responsive to changes in
tenant variables.
The signs for most variables turned out as expected but to
my surprise, there are three variables whose signs are the
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Table 4.1: Correlation Matrices--Total Maintenance Cost With Independent Variables
Total
Maint. Expected Variable
Cost Sign Type
Mean Family Size +.70 Positive Tenant
Percent Non white +.45 Ambiguous Tenant
Percent AFDC +.85 Positive Tenant
Percent Employed +.74 Negative Tenant
Percent Rent Below +.20 Positive Tenant
$101.00
Percent income
Below $7999
Percent Head of
Household Below 29yr.
Percent of Minors
Below 18yr.
Percent Vacancy
Construction Type
Building Age
Management Type
Number of Buildings
Building Systems
Development Type
Building Height
Number of units
+.33 Postive Tenant
+.71 Positive Tenant
+.81 Positive Tenant
+.22
+.13
+.59
-. 12
+.47
+.53
-. 78
-. 21
+.40
Ambiguous
Negative
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive
Ambiguous
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
N
opposite of what was expected when looked at in this simple
bivariate sense. I expected that the percent employed and
construction type would both have negative signs but both
turned out to be positive. The variable management type was
expected to be positive but it turned out to be negative.
Table 4.1 gives the first indication of what signs to
expect but the direction of the relationships as shown may
only be true in the a bivariate sense. Thus, signs might
change a number of times between models either to confirm or
disclaim the a priori expectations, as a variety of other
variables are controlled for in the various models. The
variables with the highest correlation coefficients are
percent AFDC (.85), percent minors (.81), development type
(-.78), percent employed (.74), percent heads of households
(.71), and Mean family size (.70). All these variables
except development type are tenant variables.
4.2 MULTIVARIATE MODEL--TENANT VARIABLES
Most of the popular literature on this subject subscribe
to the notion that tenant variables exert the most influence
on maintenance costs in public housing developments. Most
studies have identified percent minors, percent AFDC, percent
employed, age of heads of households, female heads of
households and percent income among others as the most
prominent influence. My obvious response was to test first
the exact influence of tenant variables including some of the
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Table 4.2: Multivariate Regression Model--Total Maintenance Cost With Tenant Variables
Raw Variables and Raw coefficients
Total
Maint.
Cost = $144.0 + ( $.06 x % Non white) + ( $3.64 x % AFDC) + ( -$.60 x % Rent) + ( $.00 x % Income)
Standardized Variables and Standardized Regression Coefficients
Total
Maint.
Cost = 0.00 + ( .15 x % Non white) + ( 1.22 x % AFDC) + ( -.02 x % Rent) + ( .09 x % Income)
2
R = .73
ones listed above, on maintenance cost.
Table 4.2 reports the regression results using only tenant
variables. The standardized regression coefficients for
almost all the variables except percent AFDC are unexpectedly
low though R 2 statistic is very high. Particularly
surprising, are values for percent non white and percent
income. Although the signs for both are as expected, the
low standardized regression coefficients indicate low to mild
influences on maintenance cost. A 1.0 standard deviation
change in each of the variables percent non white and percent
income results in a .15 and .09 standard deviation change
respectively in maintenance cost. The relative influences of
each of these variables can be compared to that of percent
AFDC, whose influence as expected is far more profound. A
1.0 standard deviation change in percent AFDC results in a
whopping 1.22 standard deviation change in maintenance cost.
The relative influence of percent non white is
particularly worth noting. Most studies have shown this
variable to exert profound influence on maintenance cost;
whereas here, its impact is mild (.15) though in another
model its effect is modest (.43). Also, the value and sign
of the regression coefficients of percent rent are contrary
to expectations. It was expected, a priori, that percent
rent would be positively correlated, and also make pronounced
influence on maintenance cost but it turned out that the
relationship was indirect and minor. The low coefficient
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(-.02), may simply show that rent has a minimal influence on
maintenance cost independent of the other variables. This
shouldn't be too surprising because the BHA receives rent
subsidies from the federal government to augment the low
rents paid by many tenants.
4.3 MULTIVARIATE MODEL--BUILDING VARIABLES
The influence of building characteristics on maintenance
cost has often been down played in favor of tenant
demographics. Although there is ample evidence that tenant
variables exert overwhelming influence on maintenance cost,
its been established that some building variables also have
profound influence on maintenance cost.
Table 4.3 reports the regression results of the best
regression model using only building characteristics as
independent variables. The signs and values of some of the
standardized regression coefficients are definitely
surprising. The a priori expectation for vacancy rate was
ambiguous because a reasonable theory could be constructed
both ways. Although the sign for vacancy rate was shown to
be positive in the correlation matrix (table 4.1) it becomes
negative when controlling for other variables in table 4.3;
the low regression coefficient of -. 07 almost makes the sign
irrelevant since its influence on maintenance cost is barely
noticeable. The coefficients of the variables construction
type and building systems are relatively higher than those of
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Table 4.3: Multivariate Regression Model--Total Maintenance Cost With Building Variables
Raw Variables and Raw Coefficients
Maint.
Cost = $211.8 + ( -$.30 x % Vacancy) + ( $22.7 x Const. Type) + ( -$19.1 x Mgmt Type) + ( $21.4 x Bldg Syst.)
+ ( -$96.0 x Development Type)
Standardized Variables and Standardized Regression Coefficients
Total
Maint.
Cost = 0.00 +
+
(
-.07 x % Vacancy) + ( .16 x Const. Type) + ( -.01 x Mmgt Type) + ( .21 x Bldg Syst.)
-1.1 x Development Type)
2
R = .65
vacancy rate and management type but the positive sign of
construction type is contrary to what was expected.
The sign and value of the variable development type are
important because the sign agrees with the correlation matrix
and the a priori expectation. A 1.0 standard deviation
change (increase) in development type results in a decrease
of 1.13 standard deviation maintenance cost, while a 1.0
standard deviation change in each of percent vacancy and
management type result in .07 and .01 changes in maintenance
cost. In this model development type has the most influence
on maintenance cost.
One important objective of this study is to compare the
relative impact of tenant variables and building variables in
order to establish which variable type exert the most
influence on maintenance cost. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 summarize
the best regression results indicating the relative impact of
tenant and building variables respectively. The R2 statistic
for the tenant model is higher than the building models. The
R2 statistic for the tenant models ranged from .59 in the
worst model to .73 in the best model (table 4.2), while those
for the building models ranged from .28 in the worst model to
.65 in the best model (table 4.3). Although, the R2
statistic is high in most models, the coefficients for most
of the variables, as previously shown, are surprisingly low
i.e. indicative of very mild influence. Comparing the
relative impact of each variable in each of the tenant and
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building model, it's apparent that tenant variables exert
more influence.
4.4 MULTIVARIATE MODEL--ALL INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Having tested tenant and building variables separately,
now let's see what happens when all variables are combined in
a single model. Table 4.4 reports the regression results of
a model using all 17 independent variables. Here, the values
for the coefficients for most of the variables are
particularly unimpressive. Of course, this is expected in
part because of the increase in the number of variables -as
the number of variables goes up, standardized regression
coefficients will go down.
Using a cut-off point of +-.30 for the coefficients, 9
variables fall below this level, while 8 variables fall
above. The interesting thing is that of the 8 variables that
are above the point, five are building variables while three
are tenant variables. One would expect the pattern to be the
other way around given the prominence of tenant variables in
the models tested so far. However, two of the tenant
variables -percent minors (1.0) and percent AFDC (.96) still
have the two highest coefficients.
Generally, the signs for the coefficients came out as
expected except for a few such as percent employed,
development type and construction type which are positive but
expected to be negative. Also, percent income and percent
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Table 4.4: Multivariate Regression Model--Total Maintenance Cost With All Independent Variables
Raw Variables With Raw Coefficients
+ ( $14.8 x Family Size) + ( $.02 x % Non white) + ( $2.91 x % AFDC) + ( $.97 x % Employed)
+ ( $1.46 x % Rent) + ( -$.29 x % Vacancy) + ( $43.9 x Const. Type) + ( $2.39 x Bldg Age)
+ ( $8.80 x Mgmt Type) + ( $1.86 x # of Bldg) + ( $5.26 x Bldg Syst.) + ( $14.1 x Dev. Type)
+ ( $.08 x Bldg Ht.) + ( -$.00 x % Income) + ( -$.10 x # of Units) + ( -$.80 x % Heads of Household <29yr.)
+ ( $.35 x % Minors below 18yr.)
Standardized Variables and Standardized Regression Coefficients
0.0 +
+
+
+
.23 x Family size) + C .03 x % Non White) + ( .96 x %AFDC) + ( .13 x % Employed) + ( .16 x % Rent)
-.12 x % Vacancy) + C .38 x Constr.Type) + C .52 x Bldg Age) + ( .005 x Mgmt Type) + ( .48 x # of Bldgs)
.11 x Bldg Sys.) + ( .87 x Dev. Type) + ( .14 x BLdg Ht) + ( -.01 x % Income) + ( -.56 x # of Units) +
-.51 x % Heads of Household <29yr.) + ( 1.0 x # of Minors <18yr.)
2
R = .80
Total
Maint.
Cost = $29.5
Total
Maint.
Cost = (
(
(
(
heads of households turned out negative but was expected to
be positive. The negative signs of development type and
construction type may suggest that maintenance operations in
elderly and brick/masonry developments are expensive. The
likely explanation for this may be any or all of the
following features associated with both types of projects.
There are about five elderly projects which house a few
families with minors and this attracts additional costs.
Also, almost all elderly projects are elevator accessed high
rises often equipped with special handicap accessories.
Whereas all elevator work is contracted out by the BHA, it is
more costly and tends to distort the total maintenance
expenses. Although exterior surface work such as brick
repointing is infrequent, the costs for such repairs are
huge.
The signs and values of the coefficients are difficult to
predict in this model because (a) signs are likely to change
between models depending on the number of variables in use
and (b) the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression
estimation method is unable to fully measure the combined
effect of all the variables in the model when problems of
multicolinearity exist. In light of this, one cannot
conclude that building variables exert more influence on
maintenance cost than tenant variables in this model.
Problems of multicolinearity exist when the independent
variables are highly correlated with one another. The
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variation in all the regressors could be classified into two
types: variation unique to each regressor and variation
common to regressors. In calculating the coefficient of each
regressor, the OLS method uses the variation unique to each
regressor and ignores the variations common to all
regressors. When regressors are highly correlated
(multicolinearity), most of the variations are common to all
the variables leaving little variation unique to each. Thus,
the OLS method is unable to measure the combined variations
of all the regressors. The outcome is that the coefficients
do not show the true variation of each regressor in this
model.
The problems of multicolinearity underscore the need to
isolate regressors that are highly correlated by dropping
them from a reduced model that estimates the variation unique
to each regressor. One way to overcome the problems of
multicolinearity is to identify variables that are highly
correlated through the use of cross correlation matrix. The
analysis below explains how this was achieved.
4.5 ANALYSIS OF THE CROSS CORRELATION BETWEEN ALL
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
The ability of the OLS estimation method to adequately
estimate the coefficients of the independent variables could
be considerably enhanced by minimizing the problems of
multicolinearity. By so doing, an attempt is made to
eliminate the need to measure the independent variables'
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Table 4.5: Cross Correlation Matrix--All Independent Variables
Tenant Variables
Family Size
.76 % AFDC
.79 % Employed
-.76 Dev. Type
.74 % Income
.77 % Minors
Percent
Minors 18yr.
.77 Family Size
.94 % AFDC
.85 % Employed
.62 Bldg Age
-.79 Dev. Type
.79 % Heads
Percent
AFDC
-.89 Dev. Type
.81 % Heads
.94 % Minors
.81 % Employed
Percent
Employed
-.66 Bldg Age
.66 # of Bldg
-.93 Dev. Type
.63 % Income
.76 % Heads
.85 % Minors
Percent Heads
of Households
.79
.81
.76
.77
.77
.65
-. 96
.71
% Minors
% AFDC
% Employed
Bldg Age
# of Bldgs
Bldg Syst.
Dev. Type
# of Units
Percent
Income
.63 % Employed
.74 Family Size
Building Variables
Number of
Units
.71 % Heads
.60 Bldg Syst.
.85 # of Bldgs
.80 Bldg Age
Number of
Buildings
-.67 Dev. Type
.77 % Heads
.85 # of Units
.66 % Employed
Building
Systems
.60 # of Units
.65 % Heads
.80 Bldg Age
Development
Type
-.79 # of Units
-.96 % Heads
-.67 # of Bldgs
-.76 Family Size
-.89 % AFDC
-.93 % Employed
Building
Age
.70 # of Bldg
.81 Bldg Syst.
-.67 Dev. Type
.80 # of Units
.77 % Heads
.62 % Minors
.66 % Employed
Percent
Vacancy
Construction
Type
Management
Type
None None None
Percent
Rent
None
Percent
Non white
None
Building
Height
None
common variations, which the OLS method can't adequately
estimate, because there is absence of serious problems of
colinearity.
Table 4.5 reports the cross correlations among the
independent variables and one another. It's important to
note that the problems of multicolinearity can only be
minimized and not eliminated because there will always be
some degree of correlation between each independent variable.
Therefore, to avoid reporting all variables as being
correlated, a cut-off point of +-.60 is established; meaning
that any two variables with a correlation coefficient of .60
and above are considered highly correlated.
Looking at table 4.5, the variable percent heads of
households with 8 highly cross correlations tops the list.
It's closely followed by building age with 7 cross
correlations while percent employed, development type and
percent minors have 6 cross correlations each. The variables
family size has 5, while percent AFDC, number of buildings
and number of units have 4 cross correlation each. The
variable percent income with 2 cross correlation has the
least.
It's important to observe that 6 variables show no cross
correlation with any other variable and these are percent non
white, percent rent, percent vacancy, construction type,
management type and building height. The OLS estimation
method gives the best estimates of the coefficients of these
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six variables because they have no cross correlation by the
set standard. The only way to get the best estimate of the
coefficients of the regressors that are cross correlated with
others using the OLS method is to eliminate from the
regression model all but one of those variables that are
cross correlated with one another.
Another point of interest is the sign of the correlation
coefficients. The variables development type is shown to be
negatively cross correlated to six other variables which
include percent heads of households (-.96), percent employed
(-.93), percent AFDC (-.89) and others. While there isn't
any specific a priori expectations for the cross correlations
between variables, the negative relationships between each of
the six variables and development type is likely because of
the characteristics of the BHA developments. The dummy
variable development type describes family (0) and elderly
(1) developments. Family developments almost exclusively
house heads of families below 29 years, those employed and
AFDC families. Therefore, it's conceivable that a "decrease"
in this variable is associated with an "increase" in number
of units, number of building and family size; so its no
wonder that these three variables are negatively cross
correlated with development type.
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4.6 MULTIVARIATE MODEL--INDEPENDENT VARIABLES (REDUCED
MODEL)
So far, the influence of tenant and building variable in
reduced models have been reported separately but the extent
of the influence of each type of variable within the same
reduced model has not been examined. Having examined the
extent of cross correlation between all the independent
variables, it's now possible to successfully attempt an
estimation of the influence of each variable without having
to fear for the problems of multicolinearity.
Table 4.6 reports the regression results of a reduced
model consisting only of independent variables with minimal
correlation with other variables in the model. Because a
majority of the variables are cross correlated as evident in
table 4.5, it's never possible to have more than eight
variables in any one reduced model without repeating use of
some variables. Variable selection for all the reduced
models tested was simply done by picking one variable from
any one group of cross correlated variables by ensuring that
no two variables with correlation of +-.60 and above are
included in the same model.
Having addressed the issue of multicolinearity in the
reduced models, several reduced models were tested and their
R 2 statistic ranged from .28 in the worst model to .77 in the
best model (table 4.6).
Looking at the standardized regression coefficients in
table 4.6, three things become apparent. First, it's
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Table 4.6: Multivariate Regression Model--Total Maintenance Cost With All Independent Variables -Reduced Model
Raw Variables and Raw Coefficients
Total
Maint.
Cost = $66.8 + ( $0.17 x % Non white) + ( $3.22 x % AFDC) + ( $1.02 x % Rent) + ( -$.70 x % Vacancy)
+ ( $24.8 x Const. Type) + ( $19.37 x Mgmt Type) + ( $22.8 x Bldg Syst.) + ( $.004 x % Income)
Standardized Variables and Standardized Regression Coefficients
Total
Maint.
Cost = 0.00 + ( .21 x % Non white) + ( 1.09 x % AFDC) + ( .03 x % Rent) + ( -.15 x % Vacancy)
+ ( .18 x Const. Type) + ( .02 x Mgmt Type) + ( .23 x Bldg Syst.) + ( .18 x % Income)
2
R = .77
observed that percent AFDC exerts the most influence on
maintenance cost. Secondly, the variables percent rent and
management type could be said to have no influence on
maintenance cost and thirdly, the influences of other
variables are undoubtedly mild.
In terms of signs, the a priori expectation for percent
non white and percent vacancy was ambiguous because arguments
for the relationship between each variable and maintenance
cost could be constructed either way. However, the positive
sign for the variable construction type comes as a surprise
because a negative relationship was expected. While the
reasons for the positive relationship aren't quite clear, it
seems that the relationship must be positive, rather than
negative as expected, because it consistently showed a
positive relationship in all the reduced models tested.
Perhaps the most interesting observation from the model is
the sign and magnitude of the coefficient for percent non
white. In all the reduced models tested, the sign was
consistently positive indicating that race directly
influences maintenance costs but the consistently low values
in all models also indicate that though the influence is
direct it's minimal.
The variable percent vacancy, though listed as ambiguous,
is shown in this model and in all others to be consistently
negatively correlated to maintenance cost, indicating that an
increase in vacancy results in a decrease in maintenance
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cost. In constructing one of the contrasting arguments for
this variable's expected relationship, the likelihood of huge
unit preparation cost either due to damages caused by
previous tenants or acts of vandalism by residents or both
was thought of as a strong reason for increased maintenance
cost. The negative sign, regardless of the low value of the
coefficient, suggests that additional cost due to vandalism
is not the case.
It's equally important to explore a little further the
observations on rent and income because of the current debate
on what the future local and federal policies on both issues
should be. Here, the influence of rent though positive as
expected, is almost nil indicating that this variable exerts
no real impact on maintenance cost. In all the models
tested, percent rent either exhibited a negative but very
mild influence or positive with almost no influence.
Regardless of sign, the low values of its coefficients in
all the other reduced models suggest that rents charged in
BHA developments do not influence maintenance costs. The
most logical explanation for this is the non reliance by the
agency on rental revenue for supporting operating expenses.
However, my rent variable is not a direct measure of rental
income. The BHA has in the last several years relied on
federal grants and rent subsidies for the support of its
services. The low values for the coefficient of income in
table 4.6 and in other models simply show that income has
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little or no influence on maintenance costs.
Across models, family size, minors, AFDC families, heads
of households, employed, building age and development type
consistently exhibited profound influence on maintenance
cost. There are compelling reasons to believe that tenant
variables either separately as in tenant models (table 4.3)
or jointly as in combined models (tables 4.4 and 4.6) exert
the most influence on maintenance cost.
SUNMARY
Through the use of correlation matrices it was first shown
that the majority of the independent variables are highly
correlated to maintenance cost. Later, it was observed that
most of the variables were highly correlated to one another,
thereby creating very severe problems of multicolinearity.
Often, the signs and values of the coefficients in the
regression models differed from those observed in the
correlation matrix. However, such changes in signs and
values of the coefficients from bivariate to multivariate
models are normal because the introduction of additional
variables into models often influences the values and signs
of the variables.
It's apparent from the results of the correlation matrix
(table 4.1) and those subsequently reported in other
regression models, that the majority of the independent
variables used in this study do exert some influence on
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maintenance cost. Arguably, tenant variables particularly
AFDC families, employed, minors, and family size, have been
shown to exert profound impact on maintenance cost.
Surprisingly, the influences of race, rent and income often
turned out to be minimal, indicating that they are irrelevant
determinants of maintenance cost in the BHA (though they may
be important predictors in other PHA's).
4.7 CORRELATION BETWEEN LABOR COST AND MATERIAL COST WITH
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Another dimension of this study was to tests whether there
were any specific correlations between all the independent
variables and the different components of maintenance cost
i.e. labor cost and material/contract cost. These regression
models used either labor cost or material cost as the
dependent variable.
Through a set of correlation matrices, the observed
patterns of correlation suggested that tenant variables and
building variables are more highly correlated to material
cost and labor cost respectively -see appendix #1. Although
this pattern was expected to change in the multivariate
models, it remained, though sometimes inconsistently, in the
reduced models which tested tenant and building variables
separately. Interestingly, there was far higher correlation
between material cost and tenant variables than with total
maintenance cost. Also it was observed that labor cost was
more correlated to building variables than to the
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corresponding tenant variables. (see appendix #2 - #8).
The reasons for this seemingly high correlations between
labor cost and building characteristics vis-a-vis material
cost and tenant demographics are not clear. It would be
premature at this stage to advance reasons for this observed
trend; suffice it to say that in as much as the pattern is
sometimes inconsistent, then the evidence for such a pattern
is at best inconclusive and should be simply considered as
something of statistical curiosity.
The proof for the existence of such a pattern is also
weakened by the very nature of the data in terms of the way
data on material cost were reported by the housing authority.
The material cost component also included other expense line
items that were considered as contract cost by the agency.
Typically, contract cost represented cost of repair work
contracted out to outside contractors and these include items
such as elevator repairs. It's important to note that
contract cost has labor cost included. It's the hope that
other data errors weren't created through the inadvertent use
of inapplicable figures.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
What conclusions can one draw from the foregoing analyses
of the relationships between maintenance cost and the
independent variables? The most logical starting point for
such discussion is to review my a priori expectations.
The reported influence of tenant variables in most
previous studies made it more than likely that these
variables would establish profound influence on maintenance
cost in my inquiry; as expected, they did. The first
indication of their influence was in the correlation matrix
in table 4.1 in which it was shown that the correlation
coefficients of tenant variables were significantly higher
than those of the corresponding building variables. In spite
of high correlations, the signs for some variables such as
percent employed and construction type were different from
what was expected. Unless observed signs are consistently
different from expected, it's usual to see signs change from
models to models depending on which other variables are being
controlled for.
Tenant variables have also shown to be the most important
prognostic determinant of maintenance cost in the
multivariate models. Though this trend was expected, what is
surprising is that fewer variables especially those
identified in previous studies, exert the strong influence on
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maintenance cost. One such variable, percent AFDC, exercises
more influence than percent non white, percent rent or
percent income.
Regardless of signs, the low values of these variables
show that they do not explain the variations in maintenance
cost in developments used in the study. This observation is
important in light of the current debate in which many have
advocated a change in tenant demographics in order to admit
tenants with higher incomes. Also, it's interesting to note
that race isn't as much of an influence as some studies have
indicated in the past. This position is especially true in
this study because in the several models tested, the
influence of race could be considered as consistently mild.
At the outset I was unclear as to what the likely link
between maintenance cost and certain variables, namely race,
vacancy and number of units, would be. Except for race that
had a modest influence in a model, all others seldom had any
influence. Again, it shows that vacancy rate and number of
units do not influence maintenance cost. Thus, indicating
that vandalism is not rampant and that economies of scale do
not reduce overall maintenance cost.
Another interesting aspect of this inquiry was the
comparison of the relative influences of tenant and building
variables. To achieve this, it was necessary to test
exclusive models for each type of variable. In doing this,
the tenant models did not only have higher standardized
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regression coefficients but also higher R2 statistic. The
superior influence of tenant variables was further proven in
both the full and reduced inclusive regression models. In
all instances, the same tenant variables -AFDC families,
family size, employed and minors- exhibited the most profound
impact. However, certain building variables particularly
building age, development type and management type, stood out
as the most important and compelling building factors.
The limitations imposed by multicolinearity and the
ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation method make it almost
impossible to compare one group of variables with another,
but one can compare one variable with another. The latter
type of comparison is not particularly useful because most
variables especially the tenant related aren't mutually
exclusive. The former type of comparison is problematic
because problems of multicolinearity can only be minimized
but never completely eliminated indicating that the exact
extent of the influence of some variables particularly the
tenant related cannot be fully deciphered.
Reflecting back, de Leeux made the argument in his study
(see chapter 2), that it's difficult to differentiate between
the impact of the number of minors per unit, number of
unemployed per unit and some other variables. For instance,
an increase in expenses with increase in minors per unit is
related to the fact that more minors may mean more rooms per
unit. Also, the fact that elderly persons, who often require
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special services with attendant maintenance problems are
classified as unemployed makes it more difficult to measure
the exact level of influence of this factor.
It's obvious from the foregoing that the task of
delineating the influence of any one variable is problematic
because some untestable or ignored extraneous factors can
jointly explain the influence. In this study, it's obvious
that the influence of AFDC families overlaps with minors,
hence it's difficult to establish which of the two command
the most influence.
It's important to know that beyond the evidence concerning
my a priori expectations -particularly the expected influence
of tenant variables that this study's design, by default,
tests the influence of- socio-economic indicators. Even
building variables that ordinarily should not, also turned
out to be correlated with socio-economic status. For
example, AFDC families, minors, family size, building age and
building systems do in fact describe poor large families
receiving some form of state support and often housed by the
agency in older and larger developments using steam heating
systems.
Implicit in the findings of this study, beside restating
the expected influence of tenant variables, is that tenant
socio-economic status rather than race is true determinant of
maintenance cost. Therefore, the mild influence of race in
this study is understood in light of emerging evidence from
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other studies including one on Boston's high school drop outs
in which it was shown that the key determinant of drop out
rate is poverty not race or ethnicity. The fact that poverty
is prevalent in minority groups makes it look as though race
is a principal determinant for just about any ill fated
project involving minorities.
In the final analysis, tenant variables especially percent
AFDC, percent minors, family size and percent employed, have
all been shown to exert profound influence on maintenance
cost. On the other hand, fewer building variables including
development type, management type and building age exert
profound influence. In spite of the reported profound
influence of tenant variables, two things remain unclear (a)
no one variable stands out with supreme influence and (b) the
influence of certain variables become profound only in
association with other variables.
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APPENDIX #1: Correlation Matrices--Material Cost And Labor Cost With Independent Variables
Percent Percent
Non white AFDC
Percent
Percent Rent Below
Employed $101.00
Percent
Vacancy
Construction Building Management Number of
Type Age Type Buildings
Material
Cost +.75 +.52
Labor Cost +.32 +.18
+.73 +.61 -. 05
+.58 +.53 +.36
+.15 -. 10
+.19 +.30
+.15 -. 55 +.20
+.76 +.36 +.52
Building Developmt Building
Systems Type Height
% of
Income
<$7999
Number of
Units
% Heads % of
Household Minors
< 29yr. < 18yr.
+.17 -. 68 -. 03 +.46 -. 08 +.36 +.73
Labor Cost +.65 -.53 -.30 -.05 +.53
Mean
Fami ly
Size
Material
Cost
+.73 +.53
Multivariate Regression Model--Material Cost With All Independent Variables
Raw Variables and Raw Coefficients
+ ( -$7.60 x Family Size) + ( $.03 x % Non White) + ( $.98 x % AFDC) +
+ ( $.15 x % Rent) + ( -$.34 x % Vacancy) + ( $13.0 x Const. Type) + (
+ ( -$13.7 x Mgmt Type) + ( $.64 x # of Bldg.) + ( $10.6 x Bldg Syst.)
+ ( $.15 x Bldg. Ht) + ( $.00 x % Income) + ( -$.002 x # of Units) +
+ ( $3.48 x % Minors <18 yrs.)
( $2.43 x % Employed)
-$.59 x Bldg Age)
+ ( $128.0 x Dev. Type)
-$3.21 x % Heads of Households)
Standardized Variables and Standized Regression Coefficients
+ ( -.28 x Family Size) + ( .03 x % Non white) + ( .42 -x % AFDC) + ( 1.08 x % Employed) + ( .02 x % Rent)
+ ( -.13 x % Vacancy) + ( .15 x Const. Type) + C -.24 x Bldg Age) + ( -.16 x Mgmt Type) + ( .22 x # of Bldgs)
+ ( .16 x Bldg Syst.) + ( 1.95 x Dev. Type) + ( .19 x Bldg Ht) + ( .01 x % Income) + ( -.02 # of Units)
+ C -.96 x % Heads of Household <29yr.) + ( 2.28 x # of Minors <18yr.)
2
R = .86
APPENDIX #2:
Material
Cost = $82.2
Material
Cost = 0.00
APPENDIX #3: Multivariate Regression Model--Material Cost With Independent Variables -Reduced Model
Raw Variables and Raw Coefficients
Material
Cost = $55.3 + ( 1.17 x % Non white) + ( $1.27 x % AFDC) + ( -$1.18 x % Rent) + ( $.11 x % Vacancy)
+ ( -$.40 x Const. Type) + ( -$28.35 x Mgmt Type) + ( $1.89 x Bldg Syst.) + ( $.00 x % Income)
Standardized Variables and Standardized Regression Coefficients
Material
Cost = 0.00 + ( .21 x % Non white) + ( .55 x % AFDC) + ( -.20 x % Rent) + ( .04 x % Vacancy)
+ ( -.004 x Const. Type) + ( -.33 x Mgmt Type) + ( .02 x Bldg Syst.) + ( .11 x % Income)
2
R = .78
APPENDIX #4: Multivariate Model--Material Cost With Tenant Variables
Raw Variables and Raw Coefficients
Material
Cost = $18.3 + ( $.22 x % Non white) + ( $1.38 x % AFDC) + ( -$1.14 x % Rent) + ( $.O0 x % Income)
Standardized Variables and Standardized Regression Coefficients
Material
Cost = 0.00 + ( .28 x % Non white) + ( .60 x % AFDC) x ( -.24 x % Rent) + ( .20 x % Income)
2
R = .70
APPENDIX #5: Multivariate Regression Model--Material Cost With Building Variables
Raw Variables and Raw Coefficients
Material
Cost = $111.0 + ( 1.02 x % Vacancy) + ( S.69 x Const. Type) + ( -$35.7 x Mgmt Type) + ( $1.70 x Bldg Syst.)
+ ( -$36.9 x Development Type)
Standardized Variables and Standardized Regression Coefficients
Material
Cost = 0.00 +
+
.00 x % Vacancy) + ( .00 x Const. Type) + ( -.42 x Mgmt Type) + ( .02 x Bldg Syst.)
-.56 x Development Type)
2
R = .63
(
(
APPENDIX #6: Multivariate Regression Model--Labor Cost With Independent Variables (Reduced Model)
Raw Variables and Raw Coefficients
Labor
Cost = $13.8 + ( $14.5 x Family size) + ( $.04 x % Non white) + ( $1.29 x % Rent) + ( -$.82 x % Vacancy)
+ ( $25.7 x Const. Type) + ( $52.8 x Mgmt Type) + ( $2.63 x % Heads of Household <29yr.)
Standardized Variables and Standardized Regression Coefficients
Labor
Cost = 0.00 + ( .33 x Family Size) + ( .03 x % Non white) + ( .14 x % Rent) + ( -.20 x % Vacancy)
+ ( .19 x Const. Type) + ( .39 x Mgmt Type) + ( .49 x % Heads of Household <29yr.)
2
R = .69
APPENDIX #7: Multivariate Regression Model--Labor Cost With Tenant Variables
Raw Variables and Raw Coefficients
Labor
Cost = $105.3 + ( S.96 x Family Size) + ( -S.04 x % Non white) + ( $.33 x % Rent)
+ ( $3.82 x % Heads of Household <29yr.)
Standardized Variables and Standardized Regression Coefficients
Labor
Cost = 0.00 + ( .02 x Family Size) + ( -.03 x % Non white) + ( .03 x % Rent)
+ ( .72 x % Heads of Household <29yr.)
2
R = .54
APPENDIX #8: Multivariate Regression Model--Labor Cost With Building Variables
Raw Variables and Raw Coefficients
Labor
Cost = $101.0 + ( -$.32 x % Vacancy) + ( $21.6 x Const. Type) + ( $55.1 x Mgmt Type) + ( $19.7 x Bldg Syst.)
+ ( -$59.5 x Development Type)
Standardized Variables and Standardized Regression Coefficients
Labor
Cost = 0.00 +
+
-.07 x % Vacancy) + ( .16 x Const. Type) + ( .41 x Mgmt Type) + ( .19 x Bldg Syst.)
-. 57 x Development Type)
2
R = ,61
(
(
APPENDIX #8A: Multivariate Regression Model--Labor Cost With All Independent Variables
Standardized Variables and Standardized Regression Coefficients
+
+
+
+
+
(C
(C
(C
(C
(
.51 x Family Size) + ( .00 x % Non white) + ( .53 x % AFDC) + ( -.94 x % Employed)
.14 x % Rent) + ( .01 x % Vacancy) + ( .22 x Const. Type) + ( .76 x Bldg Age)
.16 x Mgmt Type) + ( .26 x # of Bldgs) + ( -.05 x Bldg Syst.) + C -1.08 x Dev. Type)
-.05 x Bldg Ht.) + ( -.02 x % Income) + ( -.54 x # of Units) + ( .45 x % Heads of Household <29yr.)
-1.28 x % Minors Below 18yrs.)
2
R = .79
Labor
Cost = 0.00
MAINTENANCE EXPENSES FISCAL YEAR 1986
1986 CPI : 328.4 328
1967 : 100 100
31R, AVG. 3IR AVG. RAT 31R AVG. TOTAL
DEV. I FAMILY DEVELOPMENTS LABOR EIPENSES MATERIALS EIP. CONTRACT RIP. NAT.A CTR RIP. TL HANT. RIP. LABOR IP. & CONTR. RIP. MAINT. RIP. PiE UNIT PER UNIT PER UNIT
CURRENT $ CONSTANT $ CURRENT $ CONSTANT I CURRENT I CONSTANT I CONSTANT $ CONSTANT I CONST. $ CONST. I CONS?. $ LABOR IP. NAT/CIT 1IP.TL NAINT RIP
2-1 CHARLESTOWN 127291 11461 145281 44239 30311 1231 53471 214931 212493 63733 276226 112 51 250
2-3 MISS1ON HILL 588738 171125 172660 52576 41806 12130 65306 214581 200590 156156 2762146 21 90 328
2-4 LENOI ST. 172575 52550 50441 15360 7476 211 17636 10186 41681 1441 63019 160 47 207
2-5 ORCHARD PARE 445575 135681 155702 47412 22321 6799 54211 1898912 1219192 411 171911 118 61 141
2-6 CATHEDERAL/SOUTH END 253047 77054 50333 15327 124539 31923 53250 130304 75463 44020 119483 ISO 8o 138
2-7 HEATH ST. 195129 59418 43007 13096 76606 233217 36423 95841 57543 41281 98823 18o 129 310
2-U EAST BOSTON 321913 98025 19968 24351 7551 2299 26650 124675 98387 36001 134468 239 88 326
2-9 FRANKLIN HILL 269894 82184 60611 18457 10986 3345 21802 103986 89293 29036 118320 245 80 325
2-11 WHITTIER ST. 126402 38490 34235 10425 77606 23632 34056 72547 36287 26537 62824 183 134 317
2-13 WASHINGTON-BECH 220613 67178 49354 15029 19165 5836 20865 88043 66857 22249 89106 251 84 335
2-14 MISSION HILL EIT. 225766 68747 59151 18012 58650 17859 35871 104619 89616 38913 128589 155 67 222
2-19 BROMLET PARK 195129 59418 43007 13096 76606 23321 36423 95841 57543 41281 * 98823 85 61 146
2-23 MARY ELLEN cCORMACK 584625 178022 113280 34495 53131 16179 50673 228695 173420 44934 218355 171 44 215
2-24 OLD COLONY 514952 156806 86921 26468 30655 9335 35803 192609 157307 45811 203118 184 54 238
2-55 EVANS ST. 91 28 75 23 769 234 257 285 117 260 376 50 130 188
2-56 INFILI. 1 2190 667 6704 2042 7111 2165 4207 4874 2798 3276 6074 108 126 234
2-58 MEST NEWTON ST. 44596 13580 9927 3023 10963 3338 6361 19141 15620 9098 24718 115 67 181
2-59 INFILL 11 2282 695 2636 803 9663 2942 3745 4440 2914 3702 6617 104 132 236
2-74 RUTHLAND/E.SPRINGFD. 3991 1215 1720 524 6800 2071 2594 3810 1671 1899 3570 119 136 255
3YR. AVG. 31R AVG. NAT 3YR AVG. TOTAL
DEV. I ELOHLY DEVELOPHENTS LABOR IPENSE MATERIAL EIP. CONTRACT EIP. NAT.A CTR IP. TL MAIN?. RIP. LABOR IP. k CONTR. RIP. MAINT. RIP. PER UNIT PIR UNIT PEE UNIT
2-25 BICKFPOi 195129 59418 43007 76606 0 59418 57543 29140 86682 399 455 1354
2-26 MARY COLLINS 27082 8241 1318 401 1532 466 868 9115 8962 1400 10362 204 32 135
2-27 ANNAPOLIS 25440 7747 3367 1025 1180 359 1384 1031 9768 1756 11524 114 31 206
2-28 ASHMONT 28752 8755 3669 111 1591 484 1602 10357 7530 1576 1106 139 29 161
2-29 HOLGATE 33734 10272 8395 2556 10586 3223 5780 16052 10555 66116 11251 123 ' 78 201
2-30 JOHN FOLEY 30149 9181 5134 1563 8860 2698 4261 13442 10081 41851 14140 IDS 51 156
2-32 GROVELAND 27099 8252 3342 1018 460 140 1158 9410 9831 1329 11160 154 21 174
2-34 DAVISON 5314 1618 502 153 457 139 192 1110 1704 475 21119 35 10 45
2-35 WASHINGTON 560 il- 0 0 0 1i1 1008 125 1133 12 2 14
2-36 NEST 9TH ST. 28930 8809 6942 2114 567 173 2286 11096 9642 1761 11403 111 21 139
2-37 J. CARROLL APTS. 26635 $111 2659 810 1582 482 1291 9402 1639 973 8612 119 15 135
2-38 JOHN MEAD 9445 2876 4376 1332 1134 345 1678 4554 4501 1829 6330 113 46 158
2-40 WARREN TOWEl 55383 16865 12407 3778 9184 2791 6575 23439 14334 5143 19476 139 50 189
2-41 EVA WHITING WAITE 37842 11523 4367 1330 13867 4223 5552 17075 11565 5575 17140 113 55 160
2-42 WALNUT PARE 48376 14031 6752 2056 15858 4829 685 21616 14298 6208 A 10506 86 37 124
2-41A FREDERIC[ DOUGLAS 28193 8585 4616 1406 6914 2105 3511 12096 9141 4105 13332 111 54 173
2-148 WASHINcTON MANOR 28193 8585 4616 1406 6914 2105 3511 12096 914 4105 13332 119 54 173
2-44C HAMPTON HOUSE 28193 8585 4616 1406 6914 2105 3511 12096 9147 4185 13332 111 54 11
2-45 AMORY ST. 00292 24449 10235 3117 11504 3503 6620 31069 23341 8704 32046 106 40 146
2-17 GEN. WARREN 34134 10394 2668 812 7084 2157 2969 13364 9504 3447 11951 100 36 136
2-49 TORRE UNIDAD 77987 23748 10622 3235 38109 11604 14839 38587 18145 15155 33900 93 75 161
2-50 ROCKLAND 33188 10106 2837 864 8403 2559 3423 13528 9178 3460 12638 131 49 111
2-51 COIMAN APTS. 47401 14434 3568 1086 15154 4615 5101 20135 18417 5314 23810 175 51 22?
2-52 HERITAGE 109276 33275 20519 6248 29156 8878 15126 48401 35118 19115 54233 111 64 181
2-53 ST. BOTOLPO 38513 11721 6268 1909 1754 2361 4210 15991 11260 4350 15610 84 32 1162-54 P. PASCIUCCA 35791 10899 5147 1567 9338 1843 4410 15309 12361 4965 11334 130 51 182
2-57 LOWER MILLS 57719 17576 9088 2767 6421 1958 4725 21301 17424 4516 2020 95 25 110
2-61 AUSONIA 33962 10341 2506 763 8740 2662 3424 13766 9095 3866 12961 91 I 31 130
2-62 HASSAN 32407 9868 4001 1218 5288 1610 281 12611 10145 3230 13375 101 32 1342-70 SPRING ST. 36102 10993 5860 1784 3297 1004 2178 13782 10591 2614 13213 101 25 1?
2-71 PATRICIA WHITE 63309 19278 12186 3711 22430 6830 10541 19819 19223 10472 296195 85 41 1322-72 ROSLYN 30887 9405 1096 2161 10052 3061 5222 01412 1461 5113 14011 71 41 1112-17 BELLFLOWER 2255 681 12843 3911 20805 6335 10246 10932 5750 1392 13142 50 65 1152-83 PEABODY 12984 3954 7238 2204 14821 4513 1il7 10671 8060 5241 13300 18 51 129
APPH)NI) IX #9 BOSTON HiOUSING AUTHORITY
APPRNI) IX #10
IJ85 cPI - 322.2 322
1967 : 100 100
DV0. I FAMIL.Y DEVELOPMENTS LADOR EIPENSES
2-1
2-3
2-4
2-5S
2-6
2-7
2-8
2-9
2-56
2-83
2-84
2-19
2-23
2-24
2-55
2-56
2-58
2-59
2-74
DIV. 8
2-25
2-26
2-27
2-28
2-29
2-30
2-32
2-34
2-35
2-36
2-37
2-38
2-48
2-42
2-44
2-448
2-440
2-45
2-54
2-5
2-SO
2-58
2-52
53
4
2-57
2-68
2-62
2-70
2-18
2-72
2-77
2-83
BOSTON HOUSING AUTHORITY
MAINTENANCE EXPENSES FISCAL YEAR 1985
CURRENT I
CHARLESTOWN 798031
MISSION HILL 684675
LENOI ST. 169490
ORCHARD PARK 464856
CATHEDERAL/S0UTH END 241158
HEATH ST. 179935
EAST BOSTON 332909
FRANKLIN HILL 321407
WHITTIER ST. 117564
NASHINGTON-88ECl 207404
MISSION HILL EIT. 326822
BROMLEY PARK 179935
MARY ELLEN McCORMACK 588855
OLD COLONY 537490
EVANS T. 464
INFILL 1 11134
WEST NEWTON ST. 48955
INFILL 11 11598
EUTHLANDIE.SPRINGFD. 5287
ELDERLY DEVELOPMENTS LABOR EIPENSE
CURRENT I
BICKFORD 179935
NARY COLLINS 32863
ANNAPOLIS 29973
ASHMONT 28986
HOLGATE 36453
JOHN POEY 35668
GROVELAND 38401
DAVISON 4524
WASHINGTON 52
NEST 9TH ST. 33926
J. CARROLL ATS. 27838
JOHN MEAD 8054
WARREN TOWERS 53157
EVA WHITING WHITE 35691
WALNUT PARK 42052
FREDERICK DOIcL;AS 31914
WASHINGTON MAN R 31914
HAMPTON HOUSE 31914
AMORY ST. 75801
GEN. WARREN 29419
TORRE UNIDAD 49720
ROCKLAND 29241
CO0MAW APTS. 45445
HERITAGE 118643
ST. BOTOLPH 37285
P. PASCIUCCO 33254
LONER MILLS 61937
AUSONIA 28850
HASSAN 30622
SPRING ST. 28740
PATRICIA WHITE 62109
ROSLIN 21447
BELLFLOWER 26806
PEABODY 31503
MATERIALS RIP.
CURRENT 1
167019
168498
27848
121835
46764
45284
91598
105599
26812
39343
56694
45284
75669
88748
389
4723
1467
5520
2394
CONSTANT $
51837
52296
8643
38745
14514
14055
29360
32774
8322
12211
17596
14055
23485
27544
121
1466
2318
1713
743
CONSTANT 1
247682
212500
52604
144276
74847
55846
103324
99754
36488
64371
101217
55846
182761
166819
144
3456
15194
3600
1641
CONSTANT 0
55846
10200
9303
8996
11314
11070
11918
1404
16
10529
8640
2500
16498
11077
13052
9905
9905
9905
23526
9131
15431
9075
14104
36823
11572
10321
19223
8954
9504
8920
927?
6656
8320
9777
CONTRACT RIP.
CURRENT 1
93907
73286
13951
33944
99676
86342
37015
27084
51185
33309
64033
86342
57679
75306
600
5184
8397
7670
5074
CONSTANT 1
29141
22745
4330
10535
30936
26798
11488
8406
15886
10338
19874
26798
17902
23372
186
1587
2606
2381
1575
MATERIAL RIP.
CURRENT 0 CONSTANT
45284
3163
3641
2766
10144
5371
3166.
332
3573
2078
2036
5269
6565
4183
4587
4587
4587
14977
2468
13362
5030
5479
26910
3049
2564
7134
3097
4425
2233
16119
8502
5036
3943
CONTRACT BIP.
NATA CTR IP.
CONSTANT $
80983
75041
12973
41280
45450
40852
40848
41180
24207
22549
37470
40852
41387
50917
307
3053
4924
4094
2318
NATA CTR EIP.
CONSTANT $
40850
1073
2241
1279
6624
3936
1152
258
27
1629
671
1420
5533
5613
4630
5194
5194
5194
9993
1601
15015
3062
4672
24576
3516
3711
4317
3762
2888
1685
l16
5674
6364
4518
I CURRENT
14055
982
1130
859
3148
1667
983
103
0
1109
645
632
1635
2038
1298
1424
1424
1424
4648
766
4147
1561
1701
8352
946
796
2214
961
1373
693
5003
2639
1563
1224
$ CONSTANT
06342
939
3579
1356
11199
7312
546
500
86
1675
85
2540
12558
11682
10734
12148
12148
12148
17220
5912
35015
4835
9573
52274
8278
9397
6936
9023
4878
3196
13284
970
15470
10615
26798
291
1118
21
Iss
27
520
26
788
3898
3626
3332
3770
3770
3770
5345
1835
10867
1501
2971
16224
1569
2881
2153
1800
1514
992
4123
3035
4801
3294
TL NAINT. RIP.
CONSTANT $
32865
187541
65577
193555
120297
96698
144172
140934
60695
86920
13868?
96698
224148
217735
451
6509
20118
7693
3958
TL NAINT. RIP.
CONSTANT 1
96698
1143
11543
10276
17938
15007
13070
1662
43
12158
9311
3920
22031
16740
17681
15099
15099
15099
33519
11732
30446
12137
18776
61399
15007
14033
23590
12716
12391
10605
28403
10330
14684
14296
A 11PP 1'N X #1 1
1984 [H : 311.1
1967 : 100
DKV. I FAMILY DEVELOPMENTS LABOR SIPINSIS
CHARLESTOWN
MISSION HILL
LENOI ST.
ORCHARD PARR
CAT88DRRAL/SoTH END
HEATH ST.
EAST BOSTON
FRANKLIN HILL
WNITTIER ST.
MASHINGTUN-BEECH
MISSION HILL RIT.
BROMLEY PARK
MARY ELLEN McCORMACK
OLD COLONY
EVANS T.
INFILL I
WEST NEWTON ST.
INFIIL II
RUTHIAND/B.SPRlNGFD.
CURRENT $
523676
653300
127205
334801
231726
178459
291851
267357
105410
214129
307628
178459
496136
461347
554
13286
56268
13039
6713
BOSTON HOUSING AUTHORITY
MAINTENANCE EXPENSES FISCAL YBAR 1984
311
100
CONSTANT 1
168331
209997
40889
017618
74486
51364
93813
85939
33883
69023
98884
57364
159478
148295
178
4271
180817
4449
2158
DBV. I ELDERLY DEVELOPMENTS LABOR IPENSE
BICKFORD
MARY COLLINS
ANNAPOLIS
ASHONT
HOLGATE
JOHN F0.EY
GROVELAND
DAVISON
WASHINGTON
WEST 9TH ST.
J. CARR0LL APTS.
JOHN 3AD
WARREN TONERS
IVA WHITING WHITE
WALNUT PARR
FREDERICK DOUGAS
WASHINGTON MANOR
HAMPTON HOUSE
AMORY ST.
GEN. WARREN
TORRE UNIDAD
ROCKLAND
CODMAN APTS.
HERITAGI
ST. BOTOLPH
P. PASCIUCCO
LOWER MILLS
AUS0NA
HASSAN
SPRING ST.
PATRICIA WHITE
ROSLYN
BELI,FLOWER
PEABODY
CURRENT 0
178459
26257
38121
15054
31358
31159
29006
6500
3828
29830
19180
25282
29985
37628
47013
27844
27844
27844
68595
21963
53062
25987
83103
109680
32610
49426
48140
24856
34419
36970
59462
29031
25645
32504
CONSTANT 1
57364
8440
12254
4839
10080
10016
9324
2089
2838
9589
6165
8127
9638
12085
15112
8950
8950
8950
22049
8988
17056
3353
26713
35256
10482
15887
15474
7990
11064
81884
19114
9332
8243
10448
2-1
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
2-1
2-8
2-9
2-11
2-13
2-14
2-19
2-23
2-24
2-55
2-56
2-58
2-59
2-74
MATERIALS RIP.
CURRENT $
82742
19392?
21805
77967
33821
48910
101552
54834
20879
38535
54000
48910
87869
96729
176
3951
18573
4700
114
MATERIAL RIP.
CURRENT 8
48910
4389
3375
4404
4592
5668
2859
2488
880
3053
1667
2885
5960
1275
9982
4307
4307
4307
17052
5599
15149
4258
10613
30103
91754
49116
6105
4438
5575
3610
15486
7456
4078
205
CONSTANT $
26597
62336
7009
25062
10871
15722
32643
17626
6711
12387
17358
15722
28245
31093
57
1270
5970
1511
369
CONSTANT S
15722
1411
1085
1415
1476
1822
919
300
58
981
536
928
1916
2339
3209
1384
1334
1384
5481
1800
5062
1369
3411
9678
3135
1580
1962
1426
1792
1161
4978
2397
1311
648
CONTRACT RIP.
CURRENT $
93795
75546
17536
64666
69964
95958
25208
20220
45534
34053
81572
95958
45103
61040
493
4042
31231
5467
1292
CONTRACT SIP.
CURRENT 1
95958
2014
1736
1341
19310
14101
2359
236
906
1203
1310
4548
4368
9860
12131
7672
7672
1612
12505
9241
32822
7860
7455
24782
6620
16151
8503
9289
6787
6869
21071
11030
13235
11942
MAT.A CTR RIP. TL NAINT. RIP.
CONSTANT $ CONSTANT $
56746 225077
86611 296616
12641 53534
45848 153466
33361 107847
46566 103930
40746 134559
24125 110065
21348 55231
23333 92355
43578 142462
46566 103930
42743 202221
50713 199009
215 393
2569 6340
18009 34096
3268 7717
784 2942
CONSTANT 8
30150
24283
5637
20716
12489
30845
8103
6500
14636
10946
26220
30845
14498
19621
159
1299
10039
1757
415
CONSTANT 1
30845
64?
558
431
6207
4533
753
16
291
387
421
1462
1404
3169
3899
2466
2466
2466
4020
2971
10550
2526
2396
7966
2128
5192
2733
2986
2182
2208
6773
3545
4254
3839
TL NaINT. RIP.
CONSTANT 4
103930
10498
13897
6686
17763
16371
11001
1965
3186
10957
1122
10516
12958
17603
22220
12801
12801
12801
31550
13759
32669
12248
32520
52900
15745
22660
20169
12402
15037
15252
30864
15274
13809
14934
MAT.A CTR RIP.
CONSTANT 8
46566
2053
1643
147
7683
6355
1677
35
349
1363
157
2389
3320
5508
7108
3850
3850
3850
9501
4770
15613
3895
5808
11644
5263
412l
4695
4412
3974
3369
11751
5942
5565
4486
2-25
2-26
2-27
2-28
2-29
2-30
2-32
2-34
2-35
1-36
2-37
2-38
2-40
2-41
2-42
2-44A
2-448
2-44C
2-45
2-47
2-49
2-50
2-51
2-52
2-53
2-54
2-57
2-61
2-62
2-70
2-71
2-72
2-77
2-83
DATA FI l,1
MBAN BAN PERCENT10. I FAMILY [DVELOPMENTS DEP. VAR. MEAN AGE MEAN I OF MBAN FAM. % NON- I AFDC %GAINFUL % RENT % VAC. CONSTR. BLDG NGHT I OF BLDG DEV. BLDG. HOUSENLO NUMBER S HEAD % NINORS INCONE
TOT. MAINT. OF HEAD MINORS SIZE WHITE EMPLOTED NIL $101 TYPO AGE TYPE BLDG BYST. TYPE HEIGHT INCONE OF UNITS DEL 19yr. DEL 181r. BIL 719992-I CHARLESTOWN 250 45.06 0.80 2.19 6.09 18.29 26.41 16.70 17.00 1 48.00 1 45 1 H 26.00 1819.38 1104.00 21.07 36.63 68.662-3 MISSION HILL 328 38.88 1.63 3.19 97.73 35.53 26.13 18.40 29.40 1 48.00 1 31 1 0 26.00 8005.41 841.00 27.95 51.18 64.142-4 LNo0 ST. 207 45.90 0.67 1.95 98.12 15.17 32.30 14.70 2.00 1 48.00 1 12 1 0 26.00 3078.11 305.00 15.38 34.25 66.552-5 ORCHARD PARK 24? 39.19 1.50 3.04 99.13 34.36 26.13 8.70 10.60 1 46.00 1 28 1 0 26.00 81720.53 724.00 28.15 41.39 66.412-6 CATHI0ERAL/SOUTH END 238 46.21 1.21 2.87 88.29 21.82 24.79 13.20 39.60 1 38.00 1 11 1 0 86.00 8204.60 503.00 13.16 42.37 64.802-7 HEATH ST. 310 100.00 48.00 0 19 1 0 39.00
2-8 BAST BOSTON 326 44.46 1.15 2.79 33.10 22.47 27.85 9.20 0.00 1 46.00 1 13 1 0 37.00 8282.21 412.00 17.48 41.11 58.98
2-9 FRANKLIN HILL 325 37.74 1.57 2.97 100.00 45.95 20.71 21.10 2.20 1 36.00 1 9 1 0 37.00 4156.51 364.00 19.49 52.88 76.962-11 WHITTIER ST. 317 42.55 1.30 3.04 98.32 32.47 35.42 10.70 1.00 1 35.00 1 4 1 0 80.00 9602.13 198.00 19.90 42.69 59.182-13 NASHINGTON-BEBCH 335 40.47 1.45 2.97 56.84 36.04 26.13 8.40 5.60 1 36.00 1 16 1 0 37.00 8531.31 266.00 26.29 48.61 62.542-14 MISSION HILL EIT. 222 41.79 1.04 2.53 98.26 25.25 36.36 21.11 72.50 1 36.00 1 12 1 0 70.00 8043.55 579.00 22.64 41.19 64.?72-19 BROMLEY PARE 146 34.00 0 16 1 02-23 MARY ELIEN MccUkMACE 215 51.24 0.47 1.83 2.05 9.15 26.20 12.20 0.20 1 50.00 1 36 1 0 34.00 9069.54 1016.00 11.54 25.70 60.652-24 OLD VOLONY 238 46.84 0.80 2.29 1.91 15.02 29.16 13.80 0.60 1 48.00 1 23 1 0 36.00 8424.06 853.00 16.86 34.60 61.202-55 EVANS ST. 188 44.50 1.50 2.50 100.00 20.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0 15.00 0 2 0 0 18.00 6499.50 2.00 0.00 60.00 100.002-56 INFILL 1 234 50.36 2.45 6.36 100.00 22.22 37.78 13.60 15.40 0 17.00 0 12 0 0 30.00 11954.07 26.00 0.00 38.57 22.722-58 WEST NEWTON ST. 182 44.00 0.05 1.75 88.39 11.30 31.07 16.40 5.90 1 16.00 0 25 0 0 54.00 0647.95 136.00 17.19 28.57 66.402-59 INFIlL 11 236 52.05 2.46 6.00 100.00 26.87 35.82 3.60 0.00 0 17.00 0 14 0 0 32.00 14957.83 28.00 0.00 41.07 10.712-14 EUTHLAND/I.SPR[NGFD. 255 42.62 1.38 2.85 72.97 42.10 21.05 7.70 7.14 1 6.00 0 4 0 0 54.00 6499.50 14.00 7.69 43.24 76.92
DUV. I ELDFRLY DUVELOPMENTS
2-25 BICKFORD
2-26 MARY COLLINS
2-21 ANNAPOLIS
2-28 ASHNONT
2-29 HOLGATE
2-30 JOHN FOLEY
2-32 GROVELAND
2-34 DAVISON
2-35 WASHINGTON
2-36 WST 9TH ST.
2-37 J. CARROlL APTS.
2-38 JON MEAD
2-40 WARREN TOWERS
2-41 EVA WHITING OIITE
2-42 WAIUT PARK
2-14A FORDORICE DUclAS
2-418 WASHINGTON MANOR
2-44C HAMPTON HOUSE
2-45 AMORY ST.
2-47 GEN. W. t.N
2-49 TOREl UNIDAD
2-50 ROCILANC
2-51 CODMAN APTS.
2-52 HERITAGE
2-53 ST. BOTOLPH
2-54 P. PASCIUCCO
2-57 LOWER MILLS
2-61 AUSONIA
2-62 HASSAN
2-10 SPRING ST.
2-71 PATRICIA WHITE
2-72 ROSLYN
2-77 8,L.FILOWER
2 3 PEAlY
1354
235 63.00
206 61.92
169 64.04
201 64.20
156 64.99
174 63.17
45 64.51
14
139 65.46
135 65.02
158 65.39
189 63.10
168 64.88
124 63.26
173 51. 14
113 61.52
171 62.59
146 62.42
136 64.63
169 62.44
181 64. 47
227 61.93
181 63.70
116 62.60
182 62.17
120 63.77
130 64.99
834 62.14
127 64.21
132 64.08
118 63.43
185 64.85
12 62.48
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.24
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.19
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.10 20.41 0.00
1.96 31.34 0.01
1.19 6.35 0.00
1.04 96.39 0.00
1.03 1.02 0.00
1.09 55.00 0.00
1.04 2.00 0.00
100.00
1.11 97.92 0.00
1.17 8.00 0.00
1.03 73.20 0.00
8.12 99.99 0.00
1.26 68.22 0.00
1.05 92.26 0.00
1.10 78.75 0.00
1.10 79.73 0.00
1.10 .90.79 0.00
1.07 74.67 0.00
1.12 0.00 0.00
1.08 74.15 0.00
8.09 2.63 0.00
1.05 67.33 0.00
1.30 9.64 0.00
1.02 43.85 0.00
1.04 52.44 0.00
8.06 9.19 0.00
8.21 2.48 0.00
1.10 51.46 0.00
8.16 7.63 0.00
1.15 15.12 0.00
1.15 0.33 0.00
8.08 9.99 0.00
1.09 25.93 0.00
0.02
0.05
0.04
0.16
0.18
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.09
0.04
0.05
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.05
0.02
0.00
6.80 0.00
10.70 0.00
11.30- 1.90
6.30 7.00
3.10 0.00
21.40 12.50
10.40 0.00
4.80 0.00
6.30 1.60
15.00 0.00
7.40 7.80
15.70 0,00
12.90 11.40
13.70 5.00
4.30 9.00
7.20 11.50
10.00 4.50
5.80 9.50
11.10 6.00
4.30 0.00
9.40 8.60
7.10 1.30
7.00 4.00
19.00 16.80
4.00 4.00
7.00 0.00
12.80 6.00
16.90 2.00
6.30 0.40
8.70 3.00
8.00 2.00
8.10 4.00
26.00
1 26.00
1 26.00
8 26.00
I 26.00
8 27.00
0 16.00
0 16.00
1 23.00
1 20.00
1 22.00
0 18.00
8 19.00
1 20.00
I 18.00
1 15.00
1 15.00
15.00
1 15.00
0 16.00
1 14.00
1 86.00
1 86.00
13.00
I 15.00
1 84.00
8 85.00
8 11.00
8 84.00
0 88.08
8 80.00
8 88.00
1 7.00
1 6.00
8 96.00
8 24.00 147.24 44.00 Q.00
8 24.00 6056.65 56.00 8191 32.00 6942.94 54.00 0.00
1 72.00 67714.46 86.00 0.00
1 82.00 1480.96 96.00 0.00
1 16.00 6338.79 64.00 0.00
1 24.00 6770.33 48.00 0.00
1 72.00
1 28.00 6934.03 82.00 0.00
1 26.00 1316.95 64.00 0.00
1 24.00 6562.01 40.00 0.00
1 150.00 6746.8 103.80 0.00
I 86.00 6396.51 802.00 0.00
1 210.00 6261.41 166.00 0.00
I 96.00 6848.82 77.00 2.71
1 96.00 1128.08 11.00 0.00
1 96.00 7079.21 78.00 0.00
1 86.00 6632.82 220.00 0.48
1 28.00 7034.39 95.00 1.16
1 190.00 6245.54 201.00 8.06
1 53.00 7499.51 70.00 0.00
1 80.00 6582.84 105.00 1.04
1 54.00 1306.44 300.00 0.00
1 00.00 6999.51 34.00 1.56
1 80.00 5942.55 95.00 1.27
1 80.00 1613.19 183.00 1.14
1 80.00 418.70 1 0.00 0.00
1 48.00 6791.38 100.00 0.00
1 15.00 1720.09 104.00 0.98
1 90.00 1631.02 125.00 1.34
1 86.00 1642.90 119.00 0.8?
1 64.00 7383.44 114.00 0.89
1 74.00 7090.41 103.00 2.02
II
.8
0.00 79.54
0.00 76.78
0.00 64.15
1.20 80.00
0.00 75.00
0.00 91.07
0.00 81.25
2.15 83.33
0.00 73.01
0.00 85.00
0.00 02.10
0.00 84.31
0.00 91.83
0.00 84.93
0.00 01.84
0.00 94.05
0.00 88.09
2.08 84.88
0.00 91.00
0.00 78.57
0.00 88.54
0.00 76.01
0.00 82.28
0.40 92.40
0.00 72.51
0.00 77.00
0.97 79.78
1.q9 69.60
0.30 14.55
0.00 67.82
0.00 71.42
0.00 73.73
